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2017-20 Plan Summary
The Story
Describe the students and community and how the LEA serves them.

San Jacinto Valley Academy (SJVA) is a public charter school serving students in Transitional
Kindergarten through 12th Grade. Established in 1997, the school draws students from throughout
the San Jacinto Valley including San Jacinto, Hemet, and surrounding communities. SJVA has
consistently received full accreditation from the Accrediting Commission for Schools Western
Association of Schools and Colleges (ACS WASC) and was granted a Six-Year Accreditation Status
in May 2018. SJVA became an International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Programme school for
eleventh and twelfth grade students in 2009 and an IB Primary Years Programme (PYP) candidate
school for TK-5 students in 2016. SJVA provides a California Common Core State-standards based
rigorous program, with an inquiry instructional model as its focus. It is the belief of all stakeholders
that the inquiry model provides SJVA students with a unique opportunity to be actively involved and
motivated to learn, by pursuing their own interests within their respective standards-based content
areas. As a college prep school, SJVA provides high school students with the necessary classes to
fulfill California State University (CSU) and University of California (UC) college application
requirements.
SJVA’s organizational structure is built on a shared responsibility model of leadership that is ingrained
in our school culture. Our leadership team is composed of administration, certificated staff members
representing all disciplines, and representative support staff. Collaboration is an integral component
in all aspects of our program. Through this process of collaboration, SJVA engages in a continuous
cycle of on-going improvement that addresses the learning needs and overall well-being of all our
students. SJVA understands that parent involvement is an essential component of student success
and we have developed our own unique Learning Partnership Agreement (LPA) to foster parent
participation. The LPA outlines the responsibilities of parents, students, and teachers to ensure
student success, and is signed by all parties. Our goal is to develop self-motivated lifelong learners
who are able to attain a high level of achievement and thus become college and career ready.
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LCAP Highlights
Identify and briefly summarize the key features of this year’s LCAP.

The San Jacinto Valley Academy’s LCAP describes the variety of special programs offered to meet
the needs of all students and their families. These comprehensive and innovative programs integrate
21st Century teaching and learning skills to ensure students are meeting high academic standards.
Programs include but are not limited to: Honors Programs, English Language Development,
Personalized Learning, 1:1 Technology, Response to Intervention (RTI), Visual and Performing Arts
(VAPA), Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Mathematics (STEAM), and Transitional
Kindergarten. An in-depth data analysis of student achievement data and parent surveys is
conducted to determine academic areas of strength, areas of concern, and instructional strategies
and programs that support student achievement. Instructional goals for improvement are developed
with the input of all staff members, parent committees, and instructional leadership teams. The LEA’s
five-member Governing Board sets the direction through formulation of the district’s policies and the
adoption of annual goals and objectives, which reflect the priorities of the community and the Board.
Decisions on how the district’s funds are spent are considered through input from district staff and
parent and community groups, and they are then approved by the Board of Trustees. Budget
priorities each year reflect the Board’s ongoing deliberations on the many program and facility needs
facing the district.

Review of Performance
Based on a review of performance on the state indicators and local performance indicators included in the
LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, progress toward LCAP goals, local self-assessment tools, stakeholder input, or other
information, what progress is the LEA most proud of and how does the LEA plan to maintain or build upon that
success? This may include identifying any specific examples of how past increases or improvements in
services for low-income students, English learners, and foster youth have led to improved performance for
these students.

Greatest Progress
SJVA has expanded and improved the school’s International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Programme
with 10 IB Diplomas awarded after the May 2017 exams. SJVA has continued its dedication to the IB
philosophy by becoming an IB Primary Years Programme (PYP) candidate school.
SJVA has committed to developing 21st Century Learners by continuing to provide students with
better than adequate access to technology tools and programs. All K-12 classrooms are equipped
with a SMART Board and 2-12 students have class sets of Chromebooks. All students have access
to online support programs including those aligned with the ELA, math, and science curriculum. SJVA
continues to further implement the Aeries SIS program and has fully integrated Google for Education
with our Aeries system.
To help ensure success for students in 1st through 5th grade who are “at risk” in math and ELA, SJVA
has developed and implemented an elementary intervention program with instruction provided by
credentialed teachers in small groups daily.
San Jacinto Valley Academy (SJVA) continues to attain our goal of a 98% or higher attendance
percentage. SJVA has continued to maintain a 100% graduation rate since the first graduating class
of 2009. (A senior student left SJVA in the spring of 2017 prior to graduating and was incorrectly
included in calculations of our graduation rate for 2016-2017).
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Referring to the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, identify any state indicator or local performance indicator for which
overall performance was in the “Red” or “Orange” performance category or where the LEA received a “Not
Met” or “Not Met for Two or More Years” rating. Additionally, identify any areas that the LEA has determined
need significant improvement based on review of local performance indicators or other local indicators. What
steps is the LEA planning to take to address these areas with the greatest need for improvement?

Greatest Needs
To improve overall performance and achieve long term growth in Math and English Language Arts for
all students, SJVA recognizes the need for a more deliberate plan for professional development to
include the following.
Enhancement and expansion of data analysis processes to analyze, compare, and track data from
benchmarks, local assessments, publisher assessments, and state assessments to better identify
student needs and inform instruction to improve language arts and mathematics proficiency and
growth for all students.
Additional training for effectively implementing differentiated instruction for grades TK-12 to improve
language arts and mathematics proficiency and growth for all students.
Additional training for ELD State Standards and implementation of the ELL resources within SJVA’s
adopted Math and English Language Arts curriculum for grades K-12 to improve language arts and
mathematics proficiency and growth for EL students and increase reclassification.
San Jacinto Valley Academy received an overall performance of Orange for the English Learner
progress indicator. To ensure our English Learners make progress, we will continue to provide push
in, intervention, and enrichment services to our English Learner students throughout the school day
and after school. We will hire additional credentialed teachers to provide these services.
Referring to the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, identify any state indicator for which performance for any student
group was two or more performance levels below the “all student” performance. What steps is the LEA
planning to take to address these performance gaps?

Performance Gaps
The only performance indicator that displayed a subgroup two or more levels below the all students
performance was the suspension rate for English Learners and Hispanic students. Our English
Learner and Hispanic students’ suspension rate has a Status of Low (greater than 1.0% to 2.5%) and
a Change of Increased by 0.3% to 2.0%. In order to work towards closing the performance gap, SJVA
will provide social and emotional support to our English Learner and Hispanic students, as well as
schoolwide.
If not previously addressed, identify the two to three most significant ways that the LEA will increase or improve
services for low-income students, English learners, and foster youth.

Increased or Improved services
Supplemental LCFF funds are allocated district wide and principally directed towards meeting the
needs of unduplicated student subgroups. These funds are targeted to support low income and
English learner populations to increase support and intervention services to ensure equity and close
the achievement gap for identified subgroups. The following increased actions and services are
planned for 2017/2018.
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Funds will be used to increase:
• Increased services to support Positive Behavior Interventions Supports
• Project Based Learning
• Increased Intervention and Enrichment Programs
• Additional Instructional technology and supplemental materials to support student achievement and
access to technology
• Increased professional development and materials support to ensure English learner students are
making annual gains towards English proficiency
• Increased parental involvement activities and engagement: Parent Education Nights

Budget Summary
Complete the table below. LEAs may include additional information or more detail, including graphics.
DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Total General Fund Budget Expenditures For LCAP Year

$ 14,197,540.41

Total Funds Budgeted for Planned Actions/Services to
Meet The Goals in the LCAP for LCAP Year

$ 6,782,330.00

The LCAP is intended to be a comprehensive planning tool but may not describe all General Fund Budget
Expenditures. Briefly describe any of the General Fund Budget Expenditures specified above for the LCAP
year not included in the LCAP.

The General Fund Budget Expenditures that are not included in the LCAP are general operating
expenses such as rent, utilities, and consultant fees as well as employee benefits costs.

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Total Projected LCFF Revenues for LCAP Year

$ 13,647,889.00

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Annual Update
LCAP Year Reviewed: 2017-2018
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal 1
Goal 1: SJVA will provide necessary resources, materials, intervention programs, and professional development trainings, to all TKCollege teachers and students to promote a high level of student achievement.
State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 1, 2, 3 & 4
Local Priorities:

Annual Measureable Outcomes
Expected

Actual

3rd - 8th grade SBAC English Language Arts Points
below level 3 proficiency (California School Dashboard)
Increase score to move towards level 3
All Students:15 points
SWD: 15 points
EL: 15 points
Hispanic: 15 points
AA: 15 points
SED: 15 points

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Expected

Actual

3rd - 8th grade SBAC Mathematics Points below level 3
proficiency (California School Dashboard)
Increase score to move towards level 3
All Student: 15 points
SWD: 15 points
AA: 15 points
EL: 15 points
Hispanic: 15 points
SED: 15 points
Local Benchmark Assessments – NWEA MAP – Local
Indicator Increase % of students proficient or above.
Reading: Increase to 50%
Language Usage: Increase to 55%
Math: Increase to 50%
EL Progress and Reclassification Rates
(California School Dashboard)
EL Progress Indicator: Increase 10% resulting in Low
status (Yellow)
Reclassification: Increase to 25%
Percentage of English Learners who made annual
progress towards English Proficiency as measured by CELDT
(ELPAC beginning in 2017-2018)
70% of English Learners will make progress towards
English proficiency as measured by ELPAC.

**ELPAC Spring 2018 Summative results are not yet available.

SARC Report – Textbooks and Teacher Credentialing

Maintained 100% instructional materials compliant
Increased teacher credentialing compliant from 99% to 100%.

6th-12th Grade GPA of 3.0 or higher – Local Indicator

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Actions / Services
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Action 1
Planned
Actions/Services
All TK-College students will continue to
receive enrichment/intervention support
within the school day and/or before and
after school

Actual
Actions/Services
Elementary restructured the intervention program,
Academic Intervention for Mastery (AIM) with more
intervention teachers to provide daily small group
instruction in 1st-5th grade classrooms. Credentialed
intervention teachers are assigned to support students who
are achieving below grade level and/or EL students who
have not been reclassified on a daily basis.
After school tutoring provided by intervention and
classroom teachers for 1st-5th grade levels to address
reading, writing, and/or math concerns.
Kinder offers pull out intervention for 30 mins, 4 times a
week during the school day. Kinder offers after school
enrichment.
Middle school and High School students who received less
than a 3.0 (or a D or F in a class) were required to attend
daily enrichment after school. Each student reports to their
mentor teacher’s room for one on one support. Mentor
teachers help students monitor their GPA and missing
assignments and help the students devise a plan to be
more successful.
Intervention teachers assigned in grades 9--12 to support
students below grade level and/or EL students who have
not been reclassified. After school tutoring (including an
English college professor) is in place for several grade
levels to address reading, writing, science, and/or math
concerns. Tutors are also present in classrooms for
additional assistance.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Budgeted
Expenditures

I. $ 150,000
II. $ 50,000
III. $ 18,000
IV. $ 3,500
LCFF Base
Title III
I. 1100 -1900
Certificated
Salaries
II. 2100-2900
Noncertificated
Salaries
III. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
IV. 5210-5220
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenses

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

I. $ 184,608.27
II. $ 45,973.21
III. $ 21,365.18
IV. $ 3,049.85
LCFF Base
Title III
I. 1100 -1900
Certificated
Salaries
II. 2100-2900
Noncertificated
Salaries
III. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
IV. 5210-5220
Services and
Other Operating
Expenses
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Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

High school offers intervention for 55 mins during the
school day. High school offers after school enrichment. In
addition, students with D’s or F’s are assigned extended
enrichment which is an additional hour after enrichment for
additional support. In total, 2 hours of additional assistance
are available for student support.
Counselors provide additional social/emotional and
academic support to ALL students in grades TK--12 by
attending SST’s, facilitating small groups, and one-on-one
support. If needed counselors refer students to outside
agencies for targeted support. Counselors contact parents
of struggling students to communicate needs and provide
updates on progress.
Maintain Dean of Enrichment and
assessment (3) throughout all grade levels
to monitor student achievement and
progress.
 Deans will use our Diamond Tiered
Response to Intervention (RTI)
program to service students in
acceleration, remediation, and grade
level support.

Grade level SST coordinators will maintain
SST schedules. Records of all SST’s will
be entered into AERIES for ease of
monitoring success of process.
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Elementary (TK-5) has 3 Deans assigned to monitor the
Response to Intervention Program, provide grade level
support, and support student achievement and progress.
Middle School (6-8) has 3 Deans assigned to monitor the
Response to Intervention Program, provide grade level
support, and support student achievement and progress.
HS has 2 Deans assigned to monitor the Response to
Intervention Program, provide grade level support, and
support student achievement and progress. Deans monitor
the attendance to enrichment and assign detentions if
students do not attend. Teachers are assigned a small
group of students that they will check in with every day to
help increase their grades. Enrichment attendance is also
monitored by students’ teachers on a group google sheet.
All TK-K teachers participate in the SST process, keep
records and monitor success.
1st-5th grade teachers plan, lead, and participate in SSTs
for students. Records are entered in Aeries and kept and
updated by student's teacher. 1st grade keeps a record of
SSTs on a google doc.
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Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Middle School LCCs and classroom teachers coordinate
SSTs. Records are entered in Aeries.
At the high school level, HS Deans keep track of all the
SST and progress of the students. Records are entered in
Aeries
Counselors will document SST’s in counseling notes with
follow up interventions and scheduled check-ins based on
student needs.

Utilize small group intervention (AIM
Program) during electives, Music, Art,
Spanish, and PE for elementary students.

Continue middle and high school 7th
period enrichment to meet student needs.
Hire additional EL support teachers to
work with students in general education
classes, small group intervention and after
school tutoring.

Provide ELD professional development for
all teachers.

Utilize all above listed resources, SST,
AIM and RTI enrichment/intervention, as
well as online educational resources, such
as Think Central, Achieve 3000, Razkids
and Prodigy, to target EL and SED
students.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

K-5 intervention teachers provided small group instruction
in all classrooms throughout the instructional day to
support below grade level and EL students due to
restructuring AIM program.
7th period enrichment continued to support students.
Middle School and High school teachers work closely with
EL students for support. In some classes, push in support
is available for additional assistance and tutors are
available during after school enrichment.
Assigned intervention teachers provide support for EL
students.
ELD professional development was provided by SJVA’s
adopted curriculum publishers for Math and Language Arts
with specific focus on curriculum resources designed to
support EL students.
ELPAC training provided which focused on incorporating
ELD standards with curriculum to support EL learners.
K-5 utilized the adopted curriculum online resource, Think
Central for Math and English Language Arts.
Achieve 3000 has been implemented in the elementary
grades K-5. Elementary has a goal of using Achieve 3000
twice a week.
4th-5th also used Prodigy, and Studies Weekly (Social
Studies/Science), and Spelling City regularly.
Middle school has implemented Achieve 3000 on a regular
basis in order to supplement literacy across all subject
areas (excluding Math class). MS has set the goal of at
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Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

least eight activities per month in the Achieve 3000
program.
High school has implemented the use of Achieve 3000 on
a regular basis.
Continue to provide weekly afterschool
enrichment program at the Kindergarten
site, as well as weekly intervention
programs during the school day.
 Acceleration, remediation, and grade
level support is provided.

Kinder offered pull out intervention for 30 mins, 4 times a
week during the school day. Kinder offers after school
enrichment.

Action 2
Planned
Actions/Services

Maintain current state recommended
and approved instructional materials for
California Standards curriculum and state
alignment for all T-K - College
classrooms.

Actual
Actions/Services
K--5th grade continued to utilize state recommended and
approved Houghton Mifflin Journeys for Language Arts
including the online Think Central component.
K--8th grade continued to utilize state recommended and
approved Go Math! for Math curriculum including the
online components Think Central for grades K-5 and
MyHRW.com for grades 6-8.
K-2 Science and Social Studies lessons are embedded in
the PYP units of study and lessons are NGSS based.
4th--5th grade use NGSS aligned Studies Weekly for Social
Studies and Science
K--5 utilize Step -Up -To -Writing strategies for Writing
HS is adding California state approved textbooks for
Spanish and other new classes.

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

I. $141,225

I. $145,909.72

II. $ 40,000

II. $ 77,556.34

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

I. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
II.1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries

I. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
II.1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries

Grades 1-12 continued NWEA MAP assessment to measure
student growth, inform instruction, and share with parents.
MAP was administered three times during the year.
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Renew NWEA Maps assessment and
reporting program that is aligned with the
California Standards.
o ELA & Math Grades T--K – 12
o Science Grades 3-8

Training for MAP data analysis provided including teacher
as trainer visitation with another school.

Purchase NGSS aligned Science kits
and supplies for classroom use.

Maintain Dean of Students/Student
Programs (4) throughout all grade levels
to monitor the implementation of
curriculum as it aligns to California
Standards and smarter balanced
assessment (SBAC).

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

High School provided NGSS aligned lessons.
Elementary classes used NGSS compliant Studies Weekly
curriculum and resources including science kits and
supplies.
Deans assigned throughout all grade levels: 3 in
Elementary, 3 in Middle School, and 2 in high school.
Deans provided support for the ordering and implementation
of curriculum. Deans provided resources and training for
SBAC review for 3-8 teachers.

Action 3
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue to develop Learning
Communities and maintain Learning
Community Coordinators (LCCs) for all
grades TK – College.

Continue to hold weekly Leadership team
and grade level Professional Learning
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Actual
Actions/Services

Elementary has maintained LCCs to update teachers on
upcoming events and expectations. LCCs are the first phase of
meeting with parents when they ask to talk to administration.
LCCs also participate in leadership meetings.
MS has maintained LCCs for each grade level in order to help
facilitate and organize grade level learning.

I. $4,549,990
II. $

60,000

I. LCFF Base
II. LCFF EPA

I. $ 3,800,260.71
II. $ 52,403.00

I. LCFF Base
II. LCFF EPA
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Planned
Actions/Services
Communities (PLC) meetings as well a
monthly all staff meetings.

Hire and maintain fully credentialed
teachers with appropriate credentials.
Retain TK-12 Certificated staffing for
Regular Education Classrooms.

Provide curriculum and support to (CTI)
Induction candidates.

Actual
Actions/Services
All staff meetings scheduled every month on the first Thursday
of each month when school is in session.
Leadership team meetings are scheduled a minimum of every
other week determined by school’s need.
Grade level teams in 1-5 meet daily during the students’
elective classes. TK-5 team meets together once a month at a
minimum.
MS Leadership Team and grade level teams meet weekly,
respectively. Once each month, MS participates in vertical
collaboration with the HS teachers within each subject area.
Lead counselor meets with Leadership Team once a week.
They also meet with and support teachers in their collaboration
team meetings.
All TK-12 grade faculty are fully credentialed or are in a
contract with a university for internship with supervision by the
university and veteran SJVA teachers.
All preliminary credentialed teachers were provided with
Induction through the RCOE program (CTI) with fees paid by
SJVA.

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

I. 1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries
II. 5210-5220
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures

I. 1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries
II. 5210-5220
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

I. $60,000
II. $12,000
LCFF Base

I. $ 86,779.61
II. $ 6,437.65
LCFF Base
I. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
II. 5210-5220
Services and
Other Op
Expenditures

Action 4
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue to develop and implement PYP
program throughout grades T-K – 5.
Implement 100% PYP curriculum in
grades T-K – 5.
Provide opportunities for teachers to visit
other PYP campuses.
Provide PYP IB training for 100% of
T-KDG-5 teachers.
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Actual
Actions/Services

The elementary school developed and implemented the PYP
Programme of Inquiry during 2017-2018 school year.
1st--5th grade implemented the 6 PYP units for the year.
Three out of five Kinder teachers received PYP training.
Four out of 5 third grade teachers received PYP training
!00% of first grade teachers received level one PYP training.

I. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
II. 5210-5220
Services and
Other Op Exp
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Action 5
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Kinder has monthly and trimester awards throughout the
school year to recognize student achievement and success.
Elementary grades TK-5 have monthly and trimester awards
to recognize student achievement and success. Monthly
awards are given for outstanding student achievement in
elective courses: P.E, music, art, technology, and Spanish.
Recognize individual, subject, and grade
level achievements and student success.
• With a focus on English
Learners and SED students.
Provide awards, certificates, medals,
trophies and banners for student
achievement and success.

Middle School has Triad awards to recognize student of the
Triad and Habits of Mind traits. MS Math Department Math
Facts rewards for students who have demonstrated
mastery in multiplication/division facts. Weekly, students are
recognized for best behaviors and academic performances.
High School has Triad awards to recognize IB Learner
profiles and student achievement based on subject area
and teacher discretion.
Counselors identify middle and high school Honor Roll
students and organize the Honor Roll assembly by ordering
awards, creating assembly program, and sending invitations
to all students receiving an award.

I.
II.
III.

$17,000
$ 8,000
$ 1,000

I.

I. $ 9,102.85
II. $ 8,287.00
III. $ 4,460.50

LCFF
Base
II. Title I
III. Title III

I.

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

II.
III.

LCFF
Base
Title I
Title III

This year with ELL coordinator vacancy, counselors held the
reclassification ceremony for ELL students.

Action 6
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

All T-K - College teachers receive
appropriate and relevant professional
development.

Elementary teachers received training for the online Think
Central resource for Houghton Mifflin’s Go Math and
Journeys.

$32,000

Provide Diamond Tiered (RTI) Response
to Intervention - Acceleration, remediation,

New teachers received curriculum training for Go Math and
Journeys

LCFF
Supplemental

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures
$28,776.54
LCFF
Supplemental
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Planned
Actions/Services
and grade level support and differentiating
instruction for teachers.
Provide California Standards professional
development and differentiating instruction
training for all teachers grades T-K –
College.
Provide professional development as
needed for classroom management,
instruction design, guided reading, and
other identified needs.

Actual
Actions/Services
All teachers have professional development days at the
beginning of each semester in order to ensure that all
teachers are up to date and prepared for the semester to
come. SBAC and ELPAC training as well as disaster
training have been provided.
Trainings attended by teachers throughout the school year
include but are not limited to, Achieve 3000, IB PYP, SBAC
proctor training as well as SBAC Math PT workshop, ELPAC
Academy and ELPAC Proctor training, CAST Academy and
CAST Proctor training, Journey’s curriculum, PSAT Proctor
training, and EADMS training.

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

5210-5220

5210-5220

Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures

Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures

Teachers also attended many conferences which included
multiple days of workshops and professional development.
Conferences attended by teachers include but are not limited
to, National Charter School Association, California Charter
School Association, National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, National Science teachers Association, iTeach,
AERIES, and International Bachelorette.

Action 7
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Continue a TK --College summer school
program that includes ELA, math, music,
and common core inquiry projects for
enrichment, intervention, and remediation.

Elementary teachers provide summer school classes with
administrative approval to out-going students for two
weeks at the end of each school year. Students are
designated by their teachers on an as needed basis.

Hire qualified teachers and staff for
summer school classes.

SJVA works with MSJC to offer college courses over the
summer for high school students.

Provide supplies and necessary materials
for all summer school classes.

Tutors and support staff are available during the summer
to facilitate Odysseyware completion.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

I. $20,000
II. $12,000

I. $33,374.38
II. $10,682.59

LCFF
Supplemental

LCFF
Supplemental

I. 1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries

I. 1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries
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Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Chromebooks are provided to students who are in need of
completing Odysseyware courses as well as students are
given goal sheets that outline how much needs to be
completed in a time period in order for students to be
successful.

II. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

II. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

Analysis
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual
annual measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.
SJVA maintained assignment of Deans in Elementary (3) and Middle School, (3), and increased Deans in High School (2) to monitor
student achievement and the implementation of curriculum and instructional programs that support students.
SJVA maintained Learning Community Coordinators (LCCs). K-12 students provided with intervention and enrichment opportunities
as needed. Credentialed intervention teachers were assigned in 1st-5th grades to provide additional support for EL students
and underperforming students.
MS and HS provided intervention teachers and tutors to support EL students and students with lower than 3.0 GPA. TK-12th grade
teachers utilized the SST process with support from grade level/subject area teams, LCCs, and Deans. All TK- College teachers
received appropriate and relevant professional development. The actions/services were put into place to promote a high level of student
achievement.
Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.
Overall, actions and services were effective in achieving the articulated goal. Deans were effective in providing valuable support to the
respective grade levels for progressive discipline, RTI, and classroom support. The increased intervention support for the 2017-2018
school year, which was implemented when the amount of time allotted for the AIM program in 2016-2017 proved to be inadequate,
was effective for EL students and under-performing students.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
San Jacinto Valley Academy spent $655,687.50 less than expected on actions and services listed within Goal #1. The majority of the
difference was due to allocation of stipends to LCCs and Deans.
Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this
analysis and analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.
No substantial changes were made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Goal 2
Goal 2: SJVA will provide all TK -College students with adequate access to technology in order to achieve a more
positive outcome on state and local indicators, academic success in the classroom and to help develop 21st century learners.
State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 & 7
Local Priorities:

Annual Measureable Outcomes
Expected

Actual

Maintain 100% of all students that will access high quality digital
resources.

Maintained 100% of all students accessing high quality digital
resources.

All students (100%) will create Individual Learning Portfolios (ILP) to
monitor progress.

100% of students in grades 4th – 12th grade created Individual Learning
Portfolios (ILP) to monitor progress.

Train 100% of all staff and students on digital citizenship and critical
thinking skills to identify accurate and relevant resources.

100% of all staff and students were trained on digital citizenship and
critical thinking skills to identify accurate and relevant resources.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Actions / Services
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Action 1
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue to use computerized formative
assessment and benchmarks for
immediate data analysis available to
teachers as well as immediate student
feedback and instructional planning for all
TK - College students.
Continue to utilize NWEA MAP for Math &
ELA benchmarks for grades 1st- 12th
and Science for grades 6-8.

Actual
Actions/Services

K-5 continued to use MAP benchmark assessments.
3-5 grades used computer publisher assessments for
trimester assessment.
Middle School ELA, Math, and Science continued to use
MAP Assessments throughout the year.
Elementary continued to use MAP assessments throughout
the year.
All Middle School ELA, Math, and Science continued to use
MAP Assessments throughout the year.

Provide professional development
training for staff on NWEA MAP use.

High School utilized computerized assessments through
benchmarks in EADMS and MAP (ELA & Math). Additionally,
ELA has the capability to create computerized assessments
through their Study Sync curriculum.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Kinder continued to use ESGI to assess students and
EADMS to input scores.

MAP will be used for test administration,
result reporting, and data analysis.

Continue to utilize EADMS for formative
assessment, i.e.: Lesson, Chapter, Unit
quizzes. EADMS will also be used for
benchmark exams in all subject except
Math and ELA in grades 7- 12.

Budgeted
Expenditures

$20,000

$22,964.75

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

4100-4300
Book and
Supplies

4100-4300
Book and
Supplies

High School continues to use EADMS to track benchmarks
throughout the year. This data is compiled and analyzed with
years prior.
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Action 2
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue to provide all T-K – College
students with training to create products
(posters, PowerPoint, brochures, flyers,
handouts, etc.) on computers.

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Kinder and 1st grade uses iPads. 2nd – 12th grade will
continue to use Chromebooks for -classroom instruction.
Grades 4th – 12th have and will continue to use Google
Classroom and digital portfolios.

All T-K – College teachers continue using
grade level appropriate project grading
rubrics.

6th – 12th grade ELA teachers utilize rubrics provided
through their Study Sync curriculum and state established
common core rubrics.

Continue the use of Digital Portfolios
and Google classroom in grades 4 – 12.

HS centered this year’s inquiry on creating such
presentations. The HS teachers have linked their google
classrooms to Aeries.

Nominal
cost
associated
with this
action.

Nominal cost
associated
with this
action.

Action 3
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue to develop a 21st century
learner in grades TK– College. Upgrade
infrastructure as necessary and upgrade
and repair wiring, cable, network, etc.
Maintain class set of Chromebooks,
headphones, and mice.
Provide computer training for each
student including how to use the internet,
Microsoft word, Google, and CAASPP
practice tests.
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Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Maintained class set of Chromebooks, headphones, and
mice in all classrooms 2-12.
Maintained SMARTBoard in all classrooms. Provided
internal SMARTBoard training for all teachers.

$90,000

$124,941.51

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

K-1st have an average of 10 iPads per class for use in
small group instruction and practice

4310
Technology
Supplies

4310
Technology
Supplies

1st-5th had technology elective that included keyboarding
instruction and computer skills lessons. Online programs
are utilized for instruction.
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Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Provide keyboarding and typing training
for students. Maintain training for teachers
on how to properly instruct keyboarding.
Maintain training for teachers and
students on the correct usage and
storage of all Chromebooks.
Continue to provide SMARTBoard training
to all staff.

TK-12-Teachers as trainers and the IT department provide
SMARTBoard training on an as needed basis.
Continued implementation of Computer Science and Digital
Art courses.

Implement Computer Science and Digital
Art courses in High School. Provide
necessary resources for new courses.

Action 4
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue the use of digital programs and
monitor success. Continue Achieve 3000
for grades 2-12,
Revision Assistant for grades 6-12,
Raz-Kids for grades TK-5, Think Central
for grades TK-5, MyHRW.com for grades
6-8 and Odysseyware for grades 9-12.
Provide additional teacher training for
Think Central for grades TK-5 and
MyHRW.com for grades 6-8
Purchase additional equipment as needed
for Digital Media, and Yearbook such as
additional cameras, teleprompter, SD
cards, and corresponding equipment for
cameras.
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Actual
Actions/Services
Achieve 3000 continued implementation for grades 6-12 and
began implementation of Achieve 3000 in K-5.
Continued Revision Assistant for grades 6-12, Raz-Kids for
grades 1-5, Think Central for grades TK-5, Myhrw.com for
grades 6-8 and Odysseyware for grades 9-12.
Publisher training provided for Houghton Mifflin Think Central
online program for grades K-5 and for MyHRW.com online
resources for grades 6-8.
The HS has implemented the use of Achieve 3000 across
subject areas. Additionally, a day each week is designated for
Achieve 3000. HS has used Revision Assistant for pre- and
post-test assessments as well as in class essays.

$30,000

$27,542.70

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

The counseling department has a myriad of online resources
via their sjva.net page. The resources provided are intended to
foster collaboration and further research.
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Analysis
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual
annual measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Cell
Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.
SJVA provided students with abundant access to technology including Smartboards and class sets of Chromebooks in all 2-12
classrooms. TK-1 were provided with iPads. Students continued to have access to online components of ELA and Math curriculum
and NWEA MAP benchmark assessments to measure growth and inform instruction. Achieve 3000 online reading program
implementation continued in 6-12 and began in K-5 to supplement reading program.
Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.
Overall, the actions/services were effective for the achievement of our goal to provide our students with adequate access to technology.
We believe the exposure made them more comfortable with the assessment process and allowed them to achieve a more positive
outcome on state and local indicators and academic success in the classroom. Teachers report that Achieve 3000 has helped to
significantly improve reading scores in middle school and high school and we are also expecting good results for K-5. The online
components of adopted curriculum are beneficial to students for homework as well as curriculum assessments in the classroom.
Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
San Jacinto Valley Academy spent $35,448.96 more than expected for the actions and services listed in Goal #2. This can be attributed
to an increase in maintenance and repair of Chromebooks and devices.
Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this
analysis and analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.
No substantial changes were made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services.
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Goal 3
Goal 3: Students will have access to our A-G college prep courses as well as a variety of exploratory elective courses to include
career courses, in addition to IB Diploma classes, AP classes, and Early College Program (duel enrollment) in order to increase college
and career readiness.
State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 1, 2, 3, 5 & 6
Local Priorities:

Annual Measureable Outcomes
Expected

Actual

IB Diploma Programme:
Increase participation to 20 Students enrolled

Participation increased from 16 students enrolled to 19 students
enrolled.

AP classes:
Increase participation to 50 students enrolled.

Participation increased from 41 to 45 students enrolled.

Early College Program (duel enrollment) in order to increase
college and career readiness
Increase participation to 35 students enrolled

Early College Program (duel enrollment) Participation
decreased from 30 students to 15 students.

Increase to 100% of students completing AG requirements

Increased percentage of students completing A-G
requirements from 96% to 100%

Increase college readiness rate in ELA to 75%

College readiness rate in ELA decreased from 71% to 57%

Increase college readiness rate in Math to 45%

College readiness rate in Math decreased from 38% to 23%

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Actions / Services
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Action 1
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue to develop a partnership with
Mount San Jacinto College to provide
additional exploratory elective college and
career courses.
Continue Administrative Justice Pathway
Purchase books for students and provide
transportation to and from classes. Also
provide assistance and materials as
needed for student success.
Research additional facilities for California
Standards and inquiry based projects to
increase college and career readiness.
Expand MSJC program for industrial arts
and college/career course for 11th-12th
graders students.
Create college to career readiness
activities.
All 11th-12th grade students of each
subpopulation at SJVA who meet
academic eligibility criteria will have
access to SJVA’s Early College Program
(dual enrollment).

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$40,000

$48,089.23

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

Counseling department worked collaboratively with MSJC to
provide students with Dual/Concurrent enrollment opportunities.
Counseling department based the course selection criteria along
with Accuplacer practice questions.
Students from 9th -12th grade were enrolled in a variety of
college classes ranging from English Language Arts to Sociology
to Math.
SJVA has not continued to pursue the Administrative Justice
Pathway due to staffing changes and lack of student interest.
The Counseling Department coordinates with SJVA transportation
liaison to adequately provide transportation for students to attend
MSJC. Counselors also order, purchase, and deliver necessary
books to the students.
Expand MSJC program for industrial arts and college/career
courses for 11th--12th grade students. SJVA purchases and
provides students with supplemental leisure reading material.
SJVA provides year-round in- class academic support through the
hands-on attention of qualified tutors for all subjects. Through the
tutor program, SJVA teachers partnered with SJVA tutors to
create specific instructional material for students to access
online.
IB Spanish students were provided with tablets to keep
throughout the semester to access online support material.
Comprehensive dictionaries were purchased for Spanish classes
with extensive language support and variation.
SJVA coordinates an annual Inquiry Fair where students conduct
their own individual research on a topic based off that year’s
theme. This year’s theme was “wellness”. Through this activity
students apply college level tasks such as research inquiry
development and exploration followed by formal presentation.
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Action 2
Planned
Actions/Services

Students will receive on-going guidance
regarding graduation requirements and
college and career readiness specific to
the unique educational needs of each
sub-population.

Counselors and English and math
teachers will review and utilize the EAP
results to determine preparation for
college.

Provide additional individualized guidance
for college and career pathways for
students.

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$120,000

$101,862.44

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries

1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries

Counseling department provided on-going guidance including
workshops to all grade levels to discuss graduation
requirements and other college/career readiness topics.
Counseling works with individual students on specific topics or
questions. Counselors also collaborate with parents.
Each high school classroom must display an A-G requirement
poster to function as a constant reminder of graduation
requirements.
Counselor department offers individual conferences to
explain to the students the requirements including A-G
courses, community service expectations, and specific college
requirements/preference.
Counseling department uses EAP to asses college readiness
and to provide guidance to students about their intended
course of study.
Counseling department use RIASEC tests and Myer Briggs to
assess personality, skill inventory, and career relationships.

SJVA teachers, counselors, and IB coordinators work with
students to explore and design an academic path that best
suits their career goals.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Action 3
Planned
Actions/Services

Provide course access and credit recovery
options through online learning programs.
Continued use of Odysseyware, and other
applicable programs. (Increase Licenses
for Odysseyware from 15 to 25.)

Actual
Actions/Services

Continued use of Odysseyware, and other applicable
programs. (Increase Licenses for Odysseyware from 15
to 25.)48 students were enrolled in Odysseyware in the
spring semester, 76 courses were assigned and
completed as of May 2018.

Budgeted
Expenditures

$25,000
LCFF
4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures
Already used
in other goal
LCFF
4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

Action 4
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

SJVA will develop master schedules to
maximize opportunities for students to take
a broad course of study, reducing conflicts
which might force a student to choose
between classes.
Provide students access to new courses
through rotational schedules. Provide
flexibility through digital learning.

Counseling department works with Deans to identify course
selection numbers and provide students with courses needed.

Build access to accelerated/challenge
programs. All 11th-12th grade students of
each subpopulation at SJVA who meet
academic eligibility criteria will have access
to SJVA’s IB Diploma program and AP
courses.
Increase access to IB and AP courses.
Provide resources and staffing for IB and
AP courses. Provide professional
development and IB trainings for all IB
teachers. Provide professional development
and AP trainings for all AP teachers.
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Budgeted
Expenditures

I. $ 5,000

Counseling department works with students to organize their
schedule based on their individual needs.

II. $12,000

Students are able to take classes from Odysseyware to
receive credits and/or get ahead. Counseling department
collaborates with SJVA teachers and IB Coordinator to
discuss ways to promote AP/IB courses. Counseling
department collaborates with SJVA teachers to discuss ways
to promote AP/IB courses.

LCFF Base

IB Spanish had one training this year.
Counseling department offers various workshops to parents
and students to promote college and career readiness.
Counselors sponsor College Club, College Road trip, and the
National Honor Society.

I. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

II.5210-522
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

I. $ 6,942.37
II. $11,510.62

LCFF Base
I. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

II. 5210-522
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures
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Analysis
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual
annual measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Cell
Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.
All SJVA High School students were provided with access to and support and guidance for complying with AG college prep
courses. A variety of exploratory elective courses to include career courses, in addition to IB Diploma classes, AP classes, and
Early College Program (dual enrollment) were available for students.

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.
Overall, the actions and services SJVA implemented to provide all High School students with access to the necessary courses to
ensure that they are college ready were effective as seen in the increased student enrollment. Students were able to take IB and AP
courses concurrently. Scheduled workshops provided for parents and students by our counseling department were beneficial.

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
San Jacinto Valley Academy spent $33,595.34 less than expected on actions and services listed within Goal #3. The subscription fees
for Odysseywear were accounted for in Goal #2.

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this
analysis and analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.
SJVA decided to no longer pursue the Administrative Pathway due to staffing changes and insufficient student interest (Goal #3, Action
#1). Otherwise, no substantial changes were made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Goal 4
Goal 4: SJVA will provide a positive school climate consisting of a safe engaging environment to promote optimum student attendance.
State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 6 & 8
Local Priorities:

Annual Measureable Outcomes
Expected

Actual

SARC Report: Facilities Maintain100% compliance

Maintained 100% facilities compliance.

Attendance Rates: Maintain 98% attendance rates.

Maintained 98% attendance goal.

Chronic Absenteeism Rates:
Decrease chronic absenteeism to 2%.

Chronic Absenteeism was decreased from 3.7% to 2%decreased by 1.7%.

Suspension and Expulsion Rates:
Decrease suspension and expulsion rates to 2%.

Suspension and expulsion rates decreased from 3.0% to 2.4%decreased by 0.6%.

Dropout Rates: Maintain 0% dropout rate.

Maintained 0% dropout rate.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Actions / Services
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Action 1
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue utilizing a simplified process for
distributing independent study packets
(i.e.: fax, email, or in person)

Provide online access to independent
study form. Explore possible online work.
i.e.: Think Central, My HMH.
Improved structure of Independent study
packets. i.e.: aligned with lesson
planning. Monitor independent study
contracts; continue to notify all K- 12
students / parents regarding independent
study contracts when absent via phone
call, email, and remind notice.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Kinder site offers independent study through fax, email, and in
person.
Elementary offers independent study through fax, email, or in
person.
MS and HS have the Independent Study (IS) contracts
available on the school website and in the school office. Work
can be faxed or emailed (PDF) to students/parents. Students
can complete a current assignment in their class for credit
on Independent Studies (students must submit a copy of this
work to the office with their IS work)

$50,000
LCFF Base
2400 Clerical
and Office
Salaries

$58,476.98
LCFF Base
2400 Clerical
and Office
Salaries

Kinder reminds parents to pick up independent study through
Class Dojo.
1st-5th use Remind to communicate with parents about
independent study when a student is absent.
MS and HS utilize email and Remind to encourage students
to complete Independent Studies
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Action 2
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue with reframed TK - College
student discipline/ consequences away
from school suspensions to include
scheduling with adult mentors and provide
leadership to identified students.
Thursday school with mentors, coaches,
leaders to students. After school
detentions and Lunch detentions.
Deans and LCCs will continue to improve
upon the progressive discipline plan for all
grades.

Actual
Actions/Services
Assigned mentors for student discipline has not taken place,
however enrichment and extended enrichment has
incorporated subject area tutors to support students.
HS teachers provide a classroom during lunch to host lunch
detentions and assist the supervisory staff in either sending
students to lunch detention or monitoring students during lunch
detention
Elementary, Middle School and High School utilizes a
progressive discipline plan to address behavioral incidents.
Elementary, MS, and HS LCCs Deans work with students,
teachers, and parents, in compliance with the progressive
discipline plan.

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$2,500

$ 5,241.00

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

2100-2900

2100-2900

Non-Certificated
Salaries

Non-Certificated
Salaries

Action 3
Planned
Actions/Services
Increase incentives and rewards for all TK
- College individuals, classes and school
wide groups who meet the Average Daily
Attendance (ADA) goals.
.
Provide awards, certificates, medals,
and trophies for students with Perfect
attendance monthly and annually.
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Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$28,000

$26,033.88
LCFF Base
4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

Class parties are offered to classes that have 100% monthly
attendance.
The counseling department created a smoothie voucher to
support teacher/student relationships. Teachers can use it to
help build relationships with students that lead to improved
attendance.
MS & HS give a - pizza party for the 2nd period class that has
the highest attendance percentage and a donut party for the
2nd period class that has the second highest attendance.

LCFF Base
4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
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Planned
Actions/Services
Provide rewards for classes who meet
98% attendance monthly and rewards
for classes with the highest ADA
percentage monthly. (ex: pizza party,
ice cream social, etc.)
Provide attendance BBQ monthly to
students with Perfect Attendance, when
schoolwide ADA goal of 98% is reached.

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Attendance BBQ at the beginning of the school year honored
students with perfect attendance over multiple years. Raffle
prizes were given.
Kinder students are given Dojo points for daily attendance.
Elementary-currently only classes with 100% attendance are
rewarded.
In MS & HS, - monthly parties are given to the top 2 classes
Attendance BBQ’s have not been utilized this year.

Action 4
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

I. $4,000

Provide TK-- College students with a
safe/positive, and productive teaching and
learning climate/environments to optimize
learning gains.

All TK-College classrooms and facilities are maintained
appropriately to provide optimal safe/positive, and productive
teaching and learning climate/environments.

II. $1,500

IV. $220,000

Expand bullying prevention programs and
services throughout all grades.

1st-5th grade Elementary classes receive lessons about
bullying and cyberbullying during health and wellness classes
in the Physical Education electives.

Expansion of website and school app;
continue use of effective Communication
systems, i.e.: cell phone alerts and group
cell phone messaging (Remind App) to
serve all TK - College families.
Continue to Increase and update facilities
as necessary.
Provide weekly and monthly maintenance
as needed.
Retain highly qualified maintenance
workers to ensure a safe/positive, and
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

III. $100,000

LCFF Base
The counseling department has posted the Student Bullying
Report Form online. Students can now report bullying via
sjva.net.
Posters with information about the online Bullying Report have
been posted in the HS Classrooms

I. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
II. 5800
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures
III. 5641
Services and

I.$ 5,252.88
II.$ 2,002.28
III.$ 111,498.77
IV.$ 570,445.91

LCFF Base
I.4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
II. 5800
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures
III. 5641
Services and
Other
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Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

productive teaching and learning
environment is provided to all students
grades TK-12. Retain highly Supervision
staff to ensure a safe/positive, and
productive teaching and learning climate
is provided to all students TK-12.

Budgeted
Expenditures
Other
Operating
Expenditures
IV. 2100-2900

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures
Operating
Expenditures
IV.2100-2900
Non-Certificated

Salaries

Non-Certificated
Salaries

Action 5
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Educate and increase awareness of
healthy and balanced living for all TK -12
students.

PE teaches 1st--5th grade elementary students about how to
live a healthier life through exercise and eating a balanced
meal.

Build competition through intramural
activities and games at student lunch.

MS & HS PE classes added a health component to their
curriculum HS students have been able to challenge staff to
games on Thursdays during Advisory

Implement required health class for 1
Trimester for grades 6-12, including
nutrition. Research and purchase Health
curriculum and resources.
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MS & HS PE classes added a health component to their
curriculum

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$8,000

$7,364.25

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
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Action 6
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

I. $6,000
II. $1,000
III. $65,000
LCFF Base
I. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
II.5800
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditure
III.1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries

I. 9,617.84
II. 2,541.58
III. 88,521.00
LCFF Base
I. 4100-4300
Books and
Supplies
II. 5800
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditure
III.1100-1900
Certificated
Salaries

Teachers to support SJVA student expectations through
effective class management HS Counseling Dept provides
access to students in emotional and academic need.
Continue to implement a support and
resource system for emotional and
mental health (respect of self and
others) for all TK – College students.
Utilize counseling staff to aid in all
TKdg12 student’s needs.

HS focus on Wellness, students implement and discuss
strategies for Wellness during HS Advisory. HS Inquiry Fair
topic on Wellness
HS celebration of kindness week, including HS club
activities supporting emotional and mental health.
Counseling Dept maintains open door policy for student
access Counseling Dept is part of the SST process in
supporting and monitoring student academic progress

Provide school wide assemblies to
address emotional and mental health
issues.

Kindness Assembly for HS that focused on doing random
acts of kindness and doing a “Shoe Drive” for kids in Africa.

Post community resources on
website, online, and site bulletin
boards. Increase number of bulletin
boards.

Use of a MS & HS Remind App to share their related events
and announcements. The counseling department has a
myriad of online resources via their sjva.net page. The
resources provided are intended to foster collaboration and
further research on college and career readiness.

Bulletin board has been added in a HS area to post relevant
information for students.

HS utilized a High School Group on Remind. It was
instrumental in giving announcements that all high schoolers
(and their parents) needed access t
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Action 7
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Utilize the SJVA Learning Partnership
Agreement (LPA) to inform, support,
implement, and monitor student conduct
and accounting for the learning/ teaching
environment with all TK-College students
and families.

Learning Partnership Agreement used to support academic
conferences (achievement/student led), academic support,
and attendance expectations.

Assure parents are aware of school
goals, rules, and expectations by having
them sign and acknowledge receipt of the
LPA.

Bi-weekly progress reports used to inform and monitor student
academic progress. Kinder/Elementary reminds parents at
orientation, back to school night, and parent conferences.

Provide family service logs to families to
record volunteer hours. Utilize contract for
students not following LPA and monitor
contracts for student success.
o Implement behavior, attendance, and
academic contract plans with parents,
students, and staff of all T-K - College
students on as needed basis.

Kinder/Elementary uses the Student Study Team (SST)
Response to Intervention process to address these needs
and uses individual behavior contracts as needed.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Learning Partnership Agreement facilitates open
communication between parents, students, and teachers

Students and parents sign HS Handbook (includes LPA)

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$600

$382.00

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

5800
Services
and Other
Operating

5800
Services and
Other
Operating

Expenditures

Expenditures

MS & HS use the SST process to address attendance and
behavior issues. Both Academic and Behavior Contracts are
utilized as needed.
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Analysis
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual
annual measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Cell
Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.
SJVA has provided a positive school climate consisting of a safe engaging environment to achieve our goal of maintaining 98% or
higher student attendance percentage.
Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.
SJVA’s actions/services to achieve our attendance goal have been highly effective. In addition to providing an inviting environment to
encourage attendance, SJVA’s LPA has been beneficial for ensuring that students and families understand and adhere to our high
expectations for attendance and behavior.
Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
San Jacinto Valley Academy spent $289,279.60 more than expected on actions and services listed within Goal #4. The majority of the
cost can be attributed to an increase of non-certificated support staff being hired to service students’ needs.
Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this
analysis and analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.
SJVA secured the services of a professional cleaning service during the 2017-2018 school year. No other substantial changes were
made.
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Goal 5
Goal 5: SJVA will provide a variety of clubs, programs, services, and resources to promote increased student and parent engagement
on campus.
State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 6
Local Priorities:

Annual Measureable Outcomes
Expected
Teachers, staff, and community leaders will serve as advisors for
clubs and team - Local Indicator:
Increase teacher, staff and community leader participation to 55%
Parent Volunteer Participation – Local Indicator
Increase parents attending conferences & setting goals with
students to 70%.
Increase 6th12th grade parents signing progress reports biweekly to 75%.

Actual
Teacher, staff and community leader participation was
maintained at 50%.
Maintained percentage of parents of TK – College students
attending conferences & setting goals with students increased to
85% with 100% in attendance in elementary.
6th-12th grade parents signing progress reports bi-weekly
increased from 70% to 90%

Parent Education Nights - Local Indicator
Increase parent education nights to 5 per grade level per school
year.

Parent education nights increased from 4 per grade level to 6 per
grade level for the 2017-18 school year.

Student access to on campus visual and performing arts program
Local Indicator
Maintain 100% access to on campus visual and performing arts
program.

Maintained 100% access to on campus visual and performing
arts program.

Participation in middle and high school sports – Local Indicator
Increase middle and high school students’ participation in sports
to 55%.

Middle and high school students’ participation in sports
increased from 45% to 50%.
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Expected

Actual

Student sense of belonging, engagement and school pride
*Healthy Kids Survey 2018
Increase students sense of belonging to 80%.

Students’ sense of belonging decreased from 70% to 47% based
on the results of the 2018 Healthy Kids Survey.

Actions / Services
Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Action 1
Planned
Actions/Services

Provide resources for site events.
Participation in multicultural events per
grade level.
Fund transportation to local events.
Provide resources for site events.
“World Schools” inquiry projects
expanded to 5 additional countries. Build
“World School” through digital pen pal,
Skype and virtual tours.

Actual
Actions/Services

K-12 participated in Fall Harvest Festival Event.
K-12 participated in the Touring America and Multicultural
events.
Funds and resources were provided for site events.
“World Schools” inquiry projects was not continued this year.

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$65,000

$63,926.16

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

5800-5801
Services and
Other
Operating

5800-5801
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures

Expenditures

Action 2
Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Maintain both student and teacher led
conferences. Students become integral
part of conference and goal setting.

Elementary TK-5 students, parents, and teachers work as
partners to set academic goals during conferences

Nominal
cost
associated
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Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Nominal cost
associated
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Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Parents help identify strengths and
needs with their child.

HS teachers hold student led conferences twice a year with
their Advisory classes. Teachers provide support and feedback
on goals that students and their parents create.

with these
actions.

with these
actions.

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Nominal
cost
associated
with this
action.

Nominal
cost
associated
with this
action.

Provide translation as needed at all
parent conferences.

HS teachers utilize teacher led conferences at the end of
each 6-week triad for students who earned a C- or below in
their class. Teachers meet with students and parents to
identify areas of concern, accommodations that are in place,
and ways to help the student be more successful
Translation services were provided as needed for conferences.

Action 3
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue parent, student, staff and
community surveys to improve programs
with all TK - -College students and
families.
Utilize survey data for program
improvement. Count survey toward
family service log.
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Actual
Actions/Services

TK-5 use getting to know you surveys at the beginning of the
school year and PYP Learner Profile parent reflections.
HS participated in a pre--administration to the Healthy Kids
survey for all advisory students.
The Healthy Kids Survey was administered by PE teachers
and data analyzed and shared out.
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Action 4
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue to provide timely, effective, and
accurate communications to the TK College school community, i.e. Parents,
students, staff, through website, daily
bulletin, monthly newsletter, Wolf Pack
Report, and school event calendar.
Translate all documents to Spanish.
Maintain equipment and expand Wolf
Pack Report.

Actual
Actions/Services

Each Kinder teacher has a teacher webpage, weekly
newsletters, PYP unit newsletters as well as occasional
flyers and reminders on Class Dojo
Elementary has monthly newsletters, bi-weekly newsletters,
Remind, Class Dojo, teacher websites, emails.
HS uses the High School group on Remind to provide timely
announcements. During Advisory, students watch the Wolf
Pack Report. The Daily/Weekly Bulletin is read during 1st
period. Monthly newsletters are posted on the school website.

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$6,500

$8,000.00

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

5800
Services
and Other
Operating

5800
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures
.

Expenditures.

Continued Wolf Pack Report with input provided from all
grade levels. Maintained equipment as needed.

Action 5
Planned
Actions/Services

Provide resources to EL students and
their families and hold parent trainings in
Spanish to build student success.

Actual
Actions/Services

Teachers K-12 provide translators for parent conferences,
meetings, and school functions as needed.

Hold 4 yearly ELAC meetings.
Send all correspondence to families in
English and Spanish.
Provide translation at all parent
conferences, meetings, and school
functions as needed.
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Correspondence available for families in English and
Spanish.

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$650

$2785.00

Title III

Title III

5210-5220
Services and
Other
Operating

5210-5220
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures

Expenditures
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Action 6
Planned
Actions/Services

Provide resources to SED students and
their families and parent trainings to build
student success. Resources include but
not limited to, instruments, physicals and
equipment for sports, dues or supplies for
clubs, etc.
Provide school supply support as needed
for SED students (Notebooks, paper,
pencils, etc.) Family Project Nights –
Project supplies and help will be provided
as well as a facility for families to work on
class projects at school after hours
instead of at home.

Actual
Actions/Services

TK--5 provides all classroom supplies to all students.
HS provides books, notebooks, and initial supplies to
students. Additionally, students are given access to
classroom Chromebooks. Students who do not have
computer access at home can work with the HS Deans and
the IT department to check out a Chromebook for home
use.

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

I. $35,000
II. $30,000

I.$33,365.18
II.$41,123.36

Title I

Title I

I. 4100-430
Books and
Supplies
II.5800
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures

I.4100-430
Books and
Supplies
II.5800
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Action 7
Planned
Actions/Services
Provide resources to students and
families to increase parent engagement.
Increased parent training nights. Provide
site and guest speakers for parents and
school community.
Build participation of parents through
student performance events.

Actual
Actions/Services

HS parents are provided resources on College readiness,
including SAT/ACT prep, college applications, and scholarship
information.
Parents are encouraged to participate and volunteer in MS &
HS events including SJVA fairs, inquiry nights, and field trips.
Kinder invites parents to a winter performance, promotion
ceremony, and singing of the National Anthem at our flag
ceremonies.
Elementary invites parents to monthly awards assemblies,
winter performance, spelling/math bees, music club
performances, classroom performances, and Inquiry Nights.
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$60,000
LCFF Base
5800
Services
and Other
Operating
Expenditures

$81,515.68
LCFF Base
5800
Services and
Other
Operating
Expenditures.
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Planned
Actions/Services

Actual
Actions/Services

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$7,000

$6,966.32

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

HS has hosted 3 theater productions as well as musical
performances. Parents attend triad assemblies.
Funding for fingerprints and TB testing for
parent volunteers.
Provide additional opportunities for field
trip chaperones.

Any cleared parent volunteer is invited to help with field trips
and volunteer in the classroom.
Teachers have access to an online document that lists
cleared parent volunteers who are available to serve as
chaperones
Family service logs are available online

Provide copies of and incentives for
returned family service logs. Provide
pass or bracelet, for prize, to students
returning family service logs.

Action 8
Planned
Actions/Services

Continue to provide intramural school
wide sports program for middle and high
school.
Increase the number of sports teams as
needed based on interest. Hire new
coaches as needed.
Monitor enrollment of students in
intramural sports.
Recognize students for participation in
athletics with certificates, medals, and
trophies.
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Actual
Actions/Services

MS & HS have an intramural sports program
HS added Varsity Boys Volleyball to the athletic program.
HS students developed and coached a 4th-5th grade soccer
team in Spring 2018.
HS recognizes athlete of the year. This year, a male and
female student of each grade level will be awarded.
Additionally, each coach awards MVP, most improved, and
coach’s award.
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Action 9
Planned
Actions/Services

All 1st--12th grade students have access
to a variety of clubs to increase student
engagement, i.e. yearbook club,
computer club, drama, aviation club, vocal
choir, music, Power of One, math club,
and reading club.
Provide space and supplies for clubs and
teams at all grade levels to meet student
interests. Analyze participation and survey
participants.
Continue to develop and implement art,
drama, music and vocal programs for
TK – College students.

Actual
Actions/Services

o Purchase sheet music, instruments,
art supplies, costumes, and other
necessary materials.
Review Curriculum and strategies and
expand fine arts program K--12.
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Estimated
Actual
Expenditures

$10,000

$17,055.35

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

4100-4300
Books and
Supplies

Kinder offered Reader’s Theater and Art Enrichment. A
professional artist visited classroom to teach an art lesson.
Elementary offers multiple clubs including, vocal, baton, music,
Legos, community service, and reading.
MS has continued to offer a variety of clubs through this school
year
HS has continued to offer a variety of clubs in HS through this
school year both after school and during lunch. HS Yearbook
was moved to an after-school program.
Kinder students currently have music as an elective once a
week for 20 mins.
Elementary offers music and art once a week for 50 minutes.

Provide necessary resources and
materials for performing and visual arts
programs.

Budgeted
Expenditures

HS offers art, drama, and music through both scheduled
classes as well as after school programs.
All necessary resources including instruments were provided
for visual and performing arts programs.

HS offers Art 1, Art 2, Digital Art, Drama, IB Theater, Yearbook
was offered as a club
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Analysis
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual
annual measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Cell
Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.
SJVA provided a variety of clubs, programs, services, and resources to promote increased student and parent engagement on campus.
Parents are valued as partners in achieving student success and encouraged to attend conferences and events. All 1st-12th grade
students had access to a variety of clubs that include opportunities for music and sports. SJVA has continued to develop a
substantial sports program. Programs are provided to students at no charge.
Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.
SJVA has been extremely effective in developing and implementing a music program, sports program, and variety of clubs for our
students which has served to increase student and parent engagement.
Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
San Jacinto Valley Academy spent $72,087.05 more than expected on actions and services listed within Goal #5.

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this
analysis and analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.
No substantial changes were made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services.
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Stakeholder Engagement
LCAP Year: 2018-2019

Involvement Process for LCAP and Annual Update
How, when, and with whom did the LEA consult as part of the planning process for this LCAP/Annual Review and Analysis?
Stakeholders including parents, parents of English Learners, community members, school board members, teachers and staff have been engaged
in developing reviewing, and supporting the implementation of the LCAP. All parents at SJVA were informed of the LCAP process through
announcements and meetings.
Involvement Process
August 24, 2017: Presentation to the School Board at the regular meeting to present LCAP update.
September 13, 2017: Presentation to Leadership at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
September 28, 2017: Presentation to the School Board at the regular meeting to present LCAP update.
October 18, 2017: Presentation to Leadership at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
October 23, 2017: Grade Level Teams worked together on LCAP 2017-18 data update.
October 26, 2017: Presentation to the School Board at the regular meeting to present LCAP update.
November 16, 2017: Presentation to the School Board at the regular meeting to present LCAP update
December 11, 2017: Presentation to Leadership at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
December 14, 2017: Presentation to the School Board at the regular meeting to present LCAP update.
January 4, 2018: Presentation to staff and teachers at All Staff meeting to present LCAP update.
January 17, 2018: Presentation to Leadership at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
January 23, 2018: Presentation to Site Advisory Council (SAC) at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
January 25, 2018: Presentation to the School Board at the regular meeting to present LCAP update.
February 2, 2018: Presentation to staff and teachers at All Staff Meeting to present LCAP update.
February 14, 2018: Presentation to Leadership at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
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February15, 2018: Presentation to the School Board at the regular meeting to present LCAP update.
February 27, 2018: Presentation to Site Advisory Council (SAC) at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
March 2, 2018: Presentation to staff and teachers at All Staff Meeting to present LCAP update.
March 14, 2014: Presentation to Leadership at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
March 20, 2018: Presentation to Site Advisory Council (SAC) at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
March 22, 2018: Presentation to the School Board at the regular meeting to present LCAP update.
April 12, 2018: Presentation to staff and teachers at All Staff Meeting to present LCAP update.
April 17, 2018: Grade Level Teams worked together on LCAP 2017-18-year end update.
April 16, 2018: Presentation to Leadership team at regular scheduled meeting to present LCAP update.
April 24, 2018: Presentation to Site Advisory Council (SAC) at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
April 26, 2018: Presentation to the School Board at the regular scheduled meeting to present LCAP update.
May 16, 2018: Presentation to Leadership at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
May 22, 2018: Presentation to Site Advisory Council (SAC) at regular meeting to present LCAP update.
June 4, 2018: Presentation to Leadership team at regular scheduled meeting to present LCAP update.
June 14, 2018: Presentation to the School Board at the regular meeting to present Final 2017-18 LCAP for board approval.
Annual Update:
LCAP stakeholder advisory committee reviewed the metrics, actions and services and budgeted expenditures/anticipated expenditures. LCAP
stakeholder advisory committee reviewed all sections and components of the three-year LCAP and Annual Update including budgeted expenditures
and revised as necessary.
LCAP Stakeholders Advisory Committee leadership presented informational Keynotes to their organizations (SAC, ELAC, PTA) or departments to
inform their stakeholders about LCAP, the process and timeline, and opportunities for individuals to provide feedback through the organization or
department leads.
LCAP public stakeholders meeting held to review LCAP, comment, and/or questions. LCAP Stakeholders Advisory Committee reconvenes to
review public feedback, make changes/adds to LCAP based on stakeholder feedback, and complete final LCAP draft for presentation to the School
Board. Present LCAP and Annual Update & Supplemental Grant expenditures + LCFF Budgets for approval & adoption to the SJVA School Board.
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Impact on LCAP and Annual Update
How did these consultations impact the LCAP for the upcoming year?
As a result of meetings with parents, Board Members, community members, and staff, explaining what the LCFF is and our obligations to create an LCAP
that reflects stakeholders’ input, stakeholders were able to make valuable contributions to the dialogs that brought about changes to the LCAP and the
overall budget.
Designed an LCAP monitoring plan in order to collect data regarding our Measurable Outcomes and Actions/Services. Present Spring 2017 SBAC results
and discuss next steps and resources that we will implement to assist students not meeting state standards. The board expressed concerns about English
Learners achievement and students not making adequate gains.
Data was presented to the board including English Learner’s SBAC results, CELDT scores and Benchmark comparisons. In addition to the assessments
results, an EL intervention plan was presented that included small group and individual tutoring as well as push in and pull out services for English
Learners. Review on effectiveness of school to family communication with parent and staff input: Continue to provide communication in multiple languages,
keep website and Facebook page up to date. Flyers and correspondence that are sent home need to be sent enough in advance of any events or functions
to provide families enough time to plan for time off or schedule coordinating. Presented parent feedback and input to school board and suggestions were
taken into consideration.
All forms of communication will continue, including Remind app, website, school and classroom newsletters, etc. All correspondence will be translated into
Spanish and sent home. Presented parent input to staff to brainstorm solutions and offer ideas to improve school to family communication. Enforce grade
level weekly/monthly newsletters, classroom remind app accounts and encourage staff to place announcements into schoolwide monthly newsletter, daily
bulletin announcements, and wolf pack report.
GPA comparison was presented to all staff. Schoolwide goal of 3.0 GPA is not being met by 80% of students. Strategies were discussed that can be
utilized in the classroom to improve student success. The 7th period enrichment program was also reviewed and revised to better accommodate and
facilitate student academic growth and success. Enrichment is being restructured to include small group tutoring sessions as well as including college
tutors and Odyssey credit recovery program.
A report about current GPA’s and plans for next steps were presented to the SAC. Enrichment restructuring will be implemented for the next 12-week
grading period and will be reassessed for success and possible further restructuring. The school board has concerns about student GPA and academic
performance. GPA comparisons were done per grade level as well as isolating English Learners. Discussions took place regarding SJVA’s high student
expectations, most students not meeting the 3.0 goal are between 2.5 – 3.0 GPA. We will increase intervention/enrichment support to help these students
who are just shy of the GPA expectations.
Staff worked together in mixed grade level groups to review all goals and proposed actions/services for the 2017-18 school year. Teachers and staff
provided input on the level of success of programs and services. Staff and teachers also provided feedback on which actions/services should be continued
next year, which ones should be discontinued and why. They gave detailed information on an LCAP Update worksheet provided to each group.
Leadership reviewed staff/teacher input from the 4/12/18 staff meeting. Leadership team broke up into groups, reviewed feedback and provided more
direction and feedback for actions/services from 2017-18 as well as proposed new actions/services for 2018-19. Teams took notes and completed an
LCAP review/update worksheet provided. Grade level and subject area groups got together to provide more detailed feedback, continuing discussions from
previous all staff meetings. Groups also utilized information provided by the Leadership team and guidance from Administration. Grade level and subject
area groups proposed new actions and services for upcoming years beginning 2018-19, that would facilitate achievement of LCAP goals. Staff and parent
feedback was taken into consideration when updating actions and services for the coming years. Needs were noted and actions and services were added
to benefit student success. The Final LCAP was presented for approval to the School Board.
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Goals, Actions, & Services
Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Modified Goal

Goal 1
SJVA will provide necessary resources, materials, intervention programs, and professional development trainings, to all TK - College
teachers and students to promote a high level of student achievement.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 1, 2, 3 & 4
Local Priorities:

Identified Need:


To annually increase the percentage of all students who are proficient/advanced on the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and
LEA diagnostic Assessments.



To increase English learner reclassification rates.



To close the achievement gap for the lowest performing sub-groups by annually increasing the percentage of English Learner (EL),
Hispanic, African American (AA) Socio-economically Disadvantaged (SED) and Students with Disabilities (SWD) students who are
meeting standards in English Language Arts, Mathematics, and Science.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Expected Annual Measureable Outcomes
Metrics/Indicators

Baseline
Baseline: 2016 Status
Status: 1.2 points below

3rd -8th grade
SBAC English
Language Arts
Points below level
3 proficiency
(California School
Dashboard)

level 3 (Medium)
Change: +13.3 points
(Increased)
SWD: 69.8 pts below / +6.2 pts
EL: 26.6 pts below / +7.6 pts
Hispanic: 11.2 pts below / +12.9
pts
AA: 8.8 pts below / +20.7 pts
SED: 7.6 pts below / +16.5 pts

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Increase score to move towards
level 3
All Student:15 points
SWD: 15 points
EL: 15 points
Hispanic: 15 points
AA: 15 points
SED: 15 points

Increase score to move towards
level 3/4
All Student:15 points
SWD: 15 points
EL: 15 points
Hispanic: 15 points
AA: 15 points
SED: 15 points

Increase score to move towards
level 3/4
All Student:15 points
SWD: 15 points
EL: 15 points
Hispanic: 15 points
AA: 15 points
SED: 15 points

Increase score to move towards
level 3
All Student: 15 points
SWD: 15 points
AA: 15 points
EL: 15 points
Hispanic: 15 points
SED: 15 points

Increase score to move towards
level 3
All Student: 15 points
SWD: 15 points
AA: 15 points
EL: 15 points
Hispanic: 15 points
SED: 15 points

Increase score to move towards
level 3
All Student: 15 points
SWD: 15 points
AA: 15 points
EL: 15 points
Hispanic: 15 points
SED: 15 points

Increase % of students proficient
or above.

Increase % of students proficient
or above.

Reading: Increase to 50%

Reading: Increase to 60%

Language Usage: Increase to
55%

Language Usage: Increase to
65%

Math: Increase to 50%

Math: Increase to 60%

EL Progress Indicator: Increase
10% resulting in Low status
(Yellow)

EL Progress Indicator: Increase
10% resulting in High status
(Green)

Re-classification: Increase to
25%

Re-classification: Increase to
35%

Baseline: 2016 Status
Status: 28.4 points below

3rd -8th grade
SBAC
Mathematics
Points below level
3 proficiency
(California School
Dashboard)

level 3 (Low)
Change: +14.4 points
(Increased)
SWD: 73.4 pts below / +23.1 pts
AA: 44.3 pts below / -0.3 pts
EL: 43.4 points below / +15.5
pts
Hispanic: 35.8 pts below / +18.7
pts
SED: 33.4 pts below / +16.8 pts
2016-17 % of students Proficient
or Above

Local Benchmark
Assessments – NWEA
MAP – Local Indicator

Reading: 40% Proficient or
above
Language Usage: 45%
Proficient or above
Math: 32% Proficient or above

EL Progress and
Reclassification Rates
(California School
Dashboard)

EL Progress Indicator:
Very Low – 57.5% / Declined
Significantly -24.1%
Re-classification Rate: 12%
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Increase % of students proficient
or above.
Reading: Increase to 70%
Language Usage: Increase to 75%
Math: Increase to 70%

EL Progress Indicator: Increase
10% resulting in Very High Status
(Blue)
Re-classification: Increase to 45%
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Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

Percentage of English
Learners who made
annual progress
towards English
Proficiency as
measured by CELDT
(ELPAC beginning in
2017-2018)

Baseline information = 65% of
English Learners made progress
towards English proficiency as
measured by CELDT.

70% of English Learners will
make progress towards English
proficiency as measured by
ELPAC.

75% of English Learners will
make progress towards English
proficiency as measured by
ELPAC.

80% of English Learners will make
progress towards English
proficiency as measured by
ELPAC.

Instructional Materials: 100%
compliant

Instructional Materials: Maintain
100% compliance

Instructional Materials: Maintain
100% compliance

Instructional Materials: Maintain
100% compliance

Teacher Credentialing: 99%
compliant

Teacher Credentialing: Increase
1% resulting in 100% compliance

Teacher Credentialing: Maintain
100% compliance

Teacher Credentialing: Maintain
100% compliance

2016-17 % of students achieving
a 3.0 GPA or higher.

Increase % of students achieving
3.0 GPA or higher.

Increase % of students achieving
3.0 GPA or higher.

Increase % of students achieving
3.0 GPA or higher.

All Student: 77%

All Students: Increase to 80%

All Students: Increase to 85%

All Students: Increase to 90%

EL: 58%

EL: Increase to 65%

EL: Increase to 72%

EL: Increase to 80%

SWD: 35%

SWD: Increase to 50%

SWD: Increase to 60%

SWD: Increase to 70%

SED: 75%

SED: Increase to 80%
AA: Increase to 75%
Hispanic: Increase to 80%

SED: Increase to 85%
AA: Increase to 80%
Hispanic: Increase to 85%

SED: Increase to 90%
AA: Increase to 85%
Hispanic: Increase to 90%

SARC Report –
Textbooks and
Teacher Credentialing

6th-12th

Grade GPA of
3.0 or higher – Local
Indicator

AA: 70%
Hispanic: 76%
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Planned Actions / Services
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

1

Action

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

English Learners and Low Income

LEA-wide

All Schools

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

All TK - College students will continue to receive
enrichment/intervention support within the school
day and/or before and afterschool

All TK - College students will continue to receive
enrichment/intervention support within the school
day and/or before and afterschool

All TK - College students will continue to receive
enrichment/intervention support within the school
day and/or before and afterschool

Maintain Dean of Enrichment and assessment (3)
throughout all grade levels to monitor student
achievement and progress.

Maintain Deans throughout all grade levels to
monitor student achievement and progress.
O Deans will use our Diamond Tiered Response
to Intervention (RTI) program to service
students in acceleration, remediation, and
grade level support.
Grade level SST coordinators will maintain SST
schedules. Records of all SST’s will be entered in
AERIES for ease of monitoring success of
process.

Maintain Deans throughout all grade levels to
monitor student achievement and progress.

Actions/Services

o

Deans will use our Diamond Tiered
Response to Intervention (RTI) program
to service students in acceleration,
remediation, and grade level support.

Grade level SST coordinators will maintain SST
schedules. Records of all SST’s will be entered
into AERIES for ease of monitoring success of
process.
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Small group intervention (AIM Program) during
electives, Music, Art, Spanish, and PE for

o

Deans will use our Diamond Tiered
Response to Intervention (RTI) program
to service students in acceleration,
remediation, and grade level support.

Grade level SST coordinators will maintain SST
schedules. Records of all SST’s will be entered in
AERIES for ease of monitoring success of
process.
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2017-18 Actions/Services
Utilize small group intervention (AIM Program)
during electives, Music, Art, Spanish, and PE for
elementary students.

Continue middle and high school 7th period
enrichment to meet student needs.
Hire additional EL support teachers to work with
students in general education classes, small
group intervention and after school tutoring.
Provide ELD professional development for all
teachers.

Utilize all above listed resources, SST, AIM and
RTI enrichment/intervention, as well as online
educational resources, such as Think Central,
Achieve 3000, Raz-kids and Prodigy, to target EL
and SED students.
Continue to provide weekly afterschool
enrichment program at the Kindergarten site, as
well as weekly intervention programs during the
school day.
Acceleration, remediation, and grade level support
is provided.

2018-19 Actions/Services
elementary students transitioned to a daily “pushin” program of 55 minutes per classroom.

2019-20 Actions/Services
Continue small group intervention (AIM Program)
as a “push-in” program.

Continue middle and high school 7th period
enrichment to meet student needs.
Hire additional EL support teachers to work with
students in general education classes, small group
intervention and after school tutoring.
During weekly and/or daily grade level/subject
area planning sessions, ELL student progress is
reviewed, data analyzed, and actions put in place
to address trends and concerns.

Continue middle and high school 7th period
enrichment to meet student needs.

Hire additional EL support teachers to work with
students in general education classes, small
group intervention and after school tutoring.

Provide ELD professional development for all
teachers.

During weekly and/or daily grade level/subject
area planning sessions, ELL student progress is
reviewed, data analyzed, and actions put in place
to address trends and concerns.

Provide training for ELPAC process and EL
reclassification process.

Provide ELD professional development for all
teachers.

Schedule (Aug./Sept.) annual EL strategy
conferences for all EL students (in addition to
regularly scheduled progress conferences) to
review performance levels from ELPAC
assessment, set goals, and plan instructional
supports.

Provide training for ELPAC process and EL
reclassification process.

Utilize all above listed resources, SST, AIM and
RTI enrichment/intervention, as well as online
educational resources, such as Think Central,
Achieve 3000, Raz-kids and Prodigy, and Kahn
Academy to target EL and SED students.
Continue to provide weekly afterschool enrichment
STEAM activities program at the Kindergarten site,
as well as weekly intervention programs during the
school day.
o
Acceleration, remediation, and grade level
support is provided.

Schedule (Aug./Sept.) annual EL strategy
conferences for all EL students (in addition to
regularly scheduled progress conferences) to
review performance levels from ELPAC
assessment, set goals, and plan instructional
supports.

Utilize all above listed resources, SST, AIM and
RTI enrichment/intervention, as well as online
educational resources, such as Think Central,
Achieve 3000, Raz-kids and Prodigy and Kahn
Academy to target EL and SED students.

Continue to provide weekly afterschool
enrichment STEAM activities program at the
Kindergarten site, as well as weekly intervention
programs during the school day.

o Acceleration, remediation, and grade level
support is provided.
SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I.
II.
III.
IV.

I.
II.
III.
IV.

I.
II.
III.
IV.

Source

LCFF Base
Title III

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

I.
II.
III.
IV.

I.
II.
III.
IV.

I.
II.
III.
IV.

Action

$150,000
$ 50,000
$ 18,000
$ 3,500

1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
2100-2900 Non-certificated Salaries
4100-4300 Books and Supplies
5210-5220 Services and Other
Operating Expenses

$170,000
$ 65,000
$ 22,000
$ 5,000

1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
2100-2900 Non-certificated Salaries
4100-4300 Books and Supplies
5210-5220 Services and Other
Operating Expenses

$180,000
$ 80,000
$ 24,000
$ 6,000

1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
2100-2900 Non-certificated Salaries
4100-4300 Books and Supplies
5210-5220 Services and Other
Operating Expenses

2

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Modified

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Maintain current state recommended and
approved instructional materials for California
Standards curriculum and state alignment for all
TK - College classrooms.

Maintain current state recommended and
approved instructional materials for California
Standards curriculum and state alignment for all
TK - College classrooms.

Maintain current state recommended and
approved instructional materials for California
Standards curriculum and state alignment for all
TK - College classrooms.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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2017-18 Actions/Services

Renew NWEA Maps assessment and reporting
program that is aligned with the California
Standards.
o
o

ELA & Math Grades TK – 12
Science Grades 3-8

Purchase NGSS aligned Science kits and supplies
for classroom use.
Maintain Dean of Students/Student Programs (4)
throughout all grade levels to monitor the
implementation of curriculum as it aligns to
California Standards and smarter balanced
assessment.

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue to develop and implement K-12 writing
programs and provide teacher training to provide
consistency within the writing process.

Continue to develop and implement K-12 writing
programs and provide teacher training to provide
consistency within the writing process.

Continue to expand reading program by building
and expanding classroom libraries with community
resources.

Continue to expand reading program by building
and expanding classroom libraries with community
resources.

Renew and provide professional development for
NWEA Maps assessment and reporting program
that is aligned with the California Standards.
o
o

ELA & Math Grades TK– 12
Science Grades 3-8

Purchase NGSS aligned science instructional
materials and supplies for classroom use.
Maintain Deans throughout all grade levels to
monitor the implementation of curriculum as it
aligns to California Standards and smarter
balanced assessment.

Renew and continue to provide professional
development for NWEA Maps assessment and
reporting program that is aligned with the
California Standards.
o
o

ELA & Math Grades TK – 12
Science Grades 3-8

Purchase NGSS aligned science instructional
materials and supplies for classroom use.
Maintain Deans throughout all grade levels to
monitor the implementation of curriculum as it
aligns to California Standards and smarter
balanced assessment.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I. $141,225
II. $ 40,000

I. $165,500
II. $ 42,000

I. $170,000
II. $ 45,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 1100-1900 Certificated Salaries

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 1100-1900 Certificated Salaries

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
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Action

3

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Modified

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue to develop Learning Communities and
maintain Learning community coordinators for all
grades TK – College.

Maintain Learning Community Coordinators
(LCCs) to support Learning Communities for all
grades TK – College.
Continue to hold weekly Leadership Team and
grade level meetings as well as monthly All Staff
meetings.
Hire and maintain fully credentialed teachers with
appropriate credentials.
Retain TK-12 Certificated staffing for Regular
Education Classrooms.

Maintain Learning Community Coordinators
(LCCs) to support Learning Communities for all
grades TK – College.

Continue to hold weekly Leadership team and
grade level PLC meetings as well a monthly all
staff meetings.
Hire and maintain fully credentialed teachers with
appropriate credentials.
Retain TK-12 Certificated staffing for Regular
Education Classrooms.
Provide curriculum and support to (CTI) Induction
candidates.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

Provide support to (CTI) Induction candidates.
Continue to provide funding for CTI candidates
program and coaches stipend.

Continue to hold weekly Leadership Team and
grade level meetings as well as monthly All Staff
meetings.
Hire and maintain fully credentialed teachers with
appropriate credentials.
Retain TK-12 Certificated staffing for Regular
Education Classrooms.
Provide support to (CTI) Induction candidates.
Continue to provide funding for CTI candidates
program and coaches stipend.
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Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I. $4,549,990
II. $ 60,000

I. $4,887,730
II. $ 80,000

I. $5,136,617
II. $ 90,000

Source

I. LCFF Base
II. LCFF EPA

I. LCFF Base
II. LCFF EPA

I. LCFF Base
II. LCFF EPA

Budget
Reference

I. 1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
II. 5210-5220 Services and Other Operating

I. 1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
II. 5210-5220 Services and Other Operating

I. 1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
II. 5210-5220 Services and Other

Expenditures

Action

Expenditures

Operating Expenditures

4

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Modified

Unchanged

Unchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue to develop and implement PYP program
throughout grades TK – 5.

Continue to implement PYP program throughout
grades TK – 5.

Continue to implement PYP program throughout
grades TK – 5.

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Implement 100% PYP curriculum in grades TK –
5.

Continue to implement PYP curriculum in grades
T-K – 5.

Continue to implement PYP curriculum in grades
TK – 5.

Provide opportunities for teachers to visit other
PYP campuses.

Continue to provide opportunities for teachers to
visit other PYP campuses.

Continue to provide opportunities for teachers to
visit other PYP campuses.

Provide PYP IB training for 100% of TK-5
teachers.

Provide ongoing PYP IB training for TK-5
teachers.

Provide ongoing PYP IB training for TK-5
teachers.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I. $60,000
II. $12,000

I. $80,000
II. $15,000

I. $85,000
II. $16,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 5210-5220 Services and Other

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 5210-5220 Services and Other

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 5210-5220 Services and Other

Operating Expenditures
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5

Action

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

English Learners and Low Income

LEA-wide

All Schools

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Modified

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Recognize individual, subject, and grade level
achievements and student success.

Recognize individual, subject, and grade level
achievements and student success.

Recognize individual, subject, and grade level
achievements and student success.

Actions/Services



With a focus on English Learners and
SED students.

Provide awards, certificates, medals, trophies
and banners for student achievement and
success.



With additional focus on English
Learners and SED students.

Provide awards, certificates, medals, trophies
and banners to celebrate student
achievement and success.



With additional focus on English
Learners and SED students.

Provide awards, certificates, medals, trophies
and banners to celebrate student
achievement and success.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I.

I.

$20,000
$10,000
$ 2,000

I.

LCFF Base
Title I

I.

Source

II.
III.

$17,000
$ 8,000
$ 1,000

I.

LCFF Base
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II.
III.
I.

II.

II.
III.
II.

$23,000
$12,000
$ 3,000
LCFF Base
Title I
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Year

Budget
Reference

Action

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

II. Title I
III. Title III

III. Title III

III. Title III

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

6

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

English Learners and Low Income

LEA-wide

All Schools

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Modified

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

All T - College teachers receive appropriate and
relevant professional development.

All TK - College teachers receive appropriate and
relevant professional development.

All TK - College teachers receive appropriate and
relevant professional development.

Provide Diamond Tiered (RTI) Response to
Intervention - Acceleration, remediation, and
grade level support and differentiating instruction
for teachers.

Provide Diamond Tiered (RTI) Response to
Intervention - Acceleration, remediation, and grade
level support and instructional training for
teachers.

Provide Diamond Tiered (RTI) Response to
Intervention - Acceleration, remediation, and
grade level support and instructional training for
teachers.

Provide California Standards professional
development and differentiating instruction training
for all teachers grades TK – College.

Provide California Standards professional
development and differentiating instruction training
for all teachers grades TK – College.

Provide California Standards professional
development and differentiating instruction training
for all teachers grades TK – College.

Actions/Services

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Provide professional development as needed for
classroom management, instruction design,
guided reading, etc.

Provide professional development as needed for
classroom management, instruction design,
guided reading, and any other identified needs.

Provide professional development as needed for
classroom management, instruction design,
guided reading, and any other identified needs.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$32,000

$36,000

$38,000

Source

LCFF Supplemental

LCFF Supplemental

LCFF Supplemental

Budget
Reference

5210-5220 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5210-5220 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5210-5220 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

Action

7

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Modified

Modified

Modified

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue a TK - College summer school program
that includes ELA, math, music, and common core
inquiry projects for enrichment, intervention, and
remediation.

Continue to develop and implement summer
school programs for enrichment, intervention, and
remediation based on identified needs.

Continue to develop and implement summer
school programs for enrichment, intervention, and
remediation based on identified needs.

Hire qualified teachers and staff for summer
school classes.

Hire qualified teachers and staff for summer
school classes.

Provide supplies and necessary materials for all
summer school classes.

Provide supplies and necessary materials for all
summer school classes.

Hire qualified teachers and staff for summer
school classes.
Provide supplies and necessary materials for all
summer school classes.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I. $20,000
II. $12,000

I. $20,000
II. $12,000

I. $20,000
II. $12,000

Source

LCFF Supplemental

LCFF Supplemental

LCFF Supplemental

Budget
Reference

I. 1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
II. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies

I. 1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
II. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies

I. 1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
II. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP
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(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Unchanged Goal

Goal 2
SJVA will provide all TK - College students with adequate access to technology in order to achieve a more positive outcome on state
and local indicators, academic success in the classroom and help develop 21st century learners.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 & 7
Local Priorities: [List Local Priorities here]

Identified Need:


Maintain school learning facilities and school wide 21st century ready classrooms.



Continue professional development for all technological hardware and software.



To increase access to high quality digital project based tools and resources for students, parents and staff.



To improve student engagement ownership of educational experience through creativity and innovation, critical thinking and
problem solving, and communication and collaboration.



To ensure that all students and staff exhibit a range of functional and critical thinking skills related to information, media and
technology.

Expected Annual Measureable Outcomes
Metrics/Indicators
Student Devices:
iPads, desktops,
Chromebooks,
headphones, mice.

Baseline
100% of students have devices

SJVA 2018-2019 LCAP

2017-18

2018-19

Maintain 100% of all students will
access high quality digital
resources.

Maintain 100% of all students will
access high quality digital
resources.

2019-20
Maintain 100% of all students will
access high quality digital
resources.
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Metrics/Indicators
Student Google
Accounts

Professional
Development

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

66% of students access Google
Accounts

All students (100%) will create
Individual Learning Portfolios
(ILP) to monitor progress.

Maintain 100% of students
created Individual Learning
Portfolios (ILP) to monitor
progress.

Maintain 100% of students created
Individual Learning Portfolios (ILP)
to monitor progress.

90% of staff and students
trained

Train 100% of all staff and
students on digital citizenship
and critical thinking skills to
identify accurate and relevant
resources.

Maintain 100% of all staff and
students on digital citizenship
and critical thinking skills to
identify accurate and relevant
resources.

Maintain 100% of all staff and
students on digital citizenship and
critical thinking skills to identify
accurate and relevant resources.

Planned Actions / Services
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Action

1

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue to use computerized formative assessment
and benchmarks for immediate data analysis
available to teachers as well as immediate student
feedback and instructional planning for all TK College students.

Continue to use computerized formative assessments
and benchmarks to provide data for analysis to inform
instructional planning for all TK-College students and
provide professional development to increase staff

Continue to use computerized formative assessments
and benchmarks to provide data for analysis to inform
instructional planning for all TK-College students and
provide professional development to increase staff
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2017-18 Actions/Services
Continue to utilize NWEA MAP for Math & ELA
benchmarks for grades 1st- 12th and Science for
grades 6-8. MAP will be used for test administration,
result reporting, and data analysis. Provide
professional development training for staff on NWEA
MAP use.
Continue to utilize EADMS for formative assessment,
i.e.: Lesson, Chapter, Unit quizzes. EADMS will also
be used for benchmark exams in all subject except
Math and ELA in grades 7-12.

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

understanding of effective data analysis, consortium,
and strategies to prepare students for success.

understanding of effective data analysis, consortium,
and strategies to prepare students for success.

Continue to utilize NWEA MAP for Math & ELA
benchmarks for grades 1st- 12th and Science for grades
6-8. MAP will be used for test administration, result
reporting, and data analysis. Provide professional
development training for staff on NWEA MAP use.

Continue to utilize NWEA MAP for Math & ELA
benchmarks for grades 1st- 12th and Science for
grades 6-8. MAP will be used for test administration,
result reporting, and data analysis. Provide
professional development training for staff on NWEA
MAP use.

Continue to utilize EADMS for formative assessment,
i.e.: Lesson, Chapter, and Unit quizzes. EADMS will
also be used for benchmark exams in all subjects
except Math and ELA in grades 6-12.

Continue to utilize EADMS for formative assessment,
i.e.: Lesson, Chapter, and Unit quizzes. EADMS will
also be used for benchmark exams in all subjects
except Math and ELA in grades 6-12.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$20,000

$27,000

$28,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

4100-4300 Book and Supplies

4100-4300 Book and Supplies

4100-4300 Book and Supplies
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Action

2

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue to provide all TK – College students
with training to create products (posters, power
point, brochures, flyers, handouts, etc.) on
computers.

Continue to provide opportunities for students to
utilize 21st Century skills.

Continue to provide opportunities for students to
utilize 21st Century skills.

All TK– College teachers continue using grade
level appropriate project grading rubrics.

All TK – College teachers continue using grade
level appropriate project grading rubrics.

Continue the use of Digital Portfolios and
Google Classroom for students to prepare and
present inquiry projects.

Continue the use of Digital Portfolios and
Google classroom for students to prepare and
present inquiry projects.

All TK – College teachers continue using grade
level appropriate project grading rubrics.
Continue the use of Digital Portfolios and
Google classroom in grades 4 – 12.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

Nominal cost associated with this action.

Nominal cost associated with this action.

Nominal cost associated with this action.

Source

N/A

N/A

N/A

Budget
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Action

3

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Modified

Unchanged

Unchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue to develop a 21st century learner in
grades TK – College. Upgrade infrastructure as
necessary and upgrade and repair wiring, cable,
network, etc. Maintain class set of Chromebooks,
headphones, and mice. Provide computer training
for each student including how to use the internet,
Microsoft word, Google, and CAASPP practice
tests.

Continue to develop a 21st century learner in
grades TK – College. Upgrade infrastructure as
necessary and upgrade and repair wiring, cable,
network, etc. Maintain class set of Chromebooks,
headphones, and mice. Provide computer training
for each student including how to use the internet,
Microsoft word, Google, and CAASPP practice
tests.

Continue to develop a 21st century learner in
grades TK – College. Upgrade infrastructure as
necessary and upgrade and repair wiring, cable,
network, etc. Maintain class set of Chromebooks,
headphones, and mice. Provide computer training
for each student including how to use the internet,
Microsoft word, Google, and CAASPP practice
tests.

Provide keyboarding and typing training for all
students. Maintain training for teachers on how to
properly instruct keyboarding. Maintain training for
teachers and students on the correct usage and
storage of all Chromebooks.

Provide keyboarding and typing training for all
students. Maintain training for teachers on how to
properly instruct keyboarding. Maintain training for
teachers and students on the correct usage and
storage of all Chromebooks.

Provide keyboarding and typing training for all
students. Maintain training for teachers on how to
properly instruct keyboarding. Maintain training for
teachers and students on the correct usage and
storage of all Chromebooks.

Continue to provide Smartboard training to all
staff.

Continue to provide Smartboard training to all
staff.

Continue to provide Smartboard training to all
staff.

Implement Computer Science and Digital Art
courses in High School. Provide resources need
for new courses.

Implement Computer Science and Digital Art
courses in High School. Provide resources need
for new courses.

Implement Computer Science and Digital Art
courses in High School. Provide resources need
for new courses.
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Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$90,000

$110,000

$120,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

4310 Technology Supplies

4310 Technology Supplies

4310 Technology Supplies

Action

4

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Modified

Unchanged

Unchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue the use of digital programs and monitor
success. Continue Achieve 3000 for grades 2-12,
Smarty Ants-K-1, Revision Assistant for grades 6 12, Raz-Kids for grades TK-5, Think Central for
grades TK-5, My HMH for grades 6-8 and
Odysseyware for grades 9-12.

Continue the use of digital programs and monitor
success. Continue Achieve 3000 for grades 2-12,
Smarty Ants-K-1, Revision Assistant for grades 6 12, Raz-Kids for grades TK-5, Think Central for
grades TK-5, My HMH for grades 6-8 and
Odysseyware for grades 9-12.

Continue the use of digital programs and monitor
success. Continue Achieve 3000 for grades 2-12,
Smarty Ants-K-1, Revision Assistant for grades 6 12, Raz-Kids for grades TK-5, Think Central for
grades TK-5, My HMH for grades 6-8 and
Odysseyware for grades 9-12.
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2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Provide additional teachers training for ThinkCentral for grades TK-5 and MyHRW for grades 612

Provide additional teacher training for ThinkCentral for grades TK-5 and MyHRW for grades 612

Provide additional teachers training for ThinkCentral for grades TK-5 and MyHRW for grades 612

Purchase additional equipment as needed for
Digital Media, and Yearbook such as additional
cameras, teleprompter, SD cards, and
corresponding equipment for cameras.

Purchase additional equipment as needed for
Digital Media, and Yearbook such as additional
cameras, teleprompter, SD cards, and
corresponding equipment for cameras.

Purchase additional equipment as needed for
Digital Media, and Yearbook such as additional
cameras, teleprompter, SD cards, and
corresponding equipment for cameras.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$30,000

$42,000

$45,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
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(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Unchanged Goal

Goal 3
Students will have access to our A-G college prep courses as well as a variety of exploratory elective courses to include career
courses, in addition to IB Diploma classes, AP classes, and Early College Program (dual enrollment) in order to increase college and
career readiness.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 1, 2, 3, 5, & 6
Local Priorities: [List Local Priorities here]

Identified Need:


Continue to provide IB and AP trainings for teachers



Expand AP Course offerings



Continue to develop partnership with Mount San Jacinto College



Continue to provide Diamond Tiered (RTI) Response to Intervention - Acceleration, remediation, and grade level support for all
students



Continue to provide enrichment/tutoring for students with a GPA below 3.0



Increase support for career and exploratory electives



Focus on career/college programs including College Road Trip, mini trips, virtual visits, and guest speakers



Meet individual needs for acceleration and enrichment



Counseling office will monitor students grades and eligibility for A-G coursework
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Expected Annual Measureable Outcomes
Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Participation rate
in IB Diploma
Program

2016-17 enrollment:
16 students enrolled in the IB
Diploma Program

Increase participation to 20
Students enrolled

Increase participation to 25
students enrolled

Increase participation to 30
student enrolled

Participation rate
in AP Courses

2016-17 enrollment:
41 Student enrolled in AP
courses

Increase participation to 50
students enrolled

Increase participation to 55
students enrolled

Increase participation to 60
students enrolled

Participation rate
in Early College
Program (Duel
Enrollment)

2016-17 enrollment:
30 students enrolled in the Early
College Program (Duel
Enrollment)

Increase participation to 35
students enrolled

Increase participation to 40
students enrolled

Increase participation to 45
students enrolled

LEA A-G
Completion Rate

96% of students completed all
A-G requirements

Increase to 100% of students
completing A-G requirements

Maintain 100% of students
completing A-G requirements

Maintain 100% of students
completing A-G requirements

EAP ELA college
readiness rate

Spring 2016 SBAC Results:
71% of students are college
ready in ELA

Increase college readiness rate
in ELA to 75%

Increase college readiness rate
in ELA to 80%

Increase college readiness rate in
ELA to 85%

EAP Math college
readiness rate

Spring 2016 SBAC Results:
38% of students are college
ready in Math

Increase college readiness rate
in Math to 45%

Increase college readiness rate
in Math to 55%

Increase college readiness rate in
Math to 65%

Planned Actions / Services
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Action

1

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

Grades 9-12
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Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue to develop a partnership with Mount San
Jacinto College to provide additional exploratory
elective college and career courses.

Continue to develop a partnership with Mt. San
Jacinto College to provide additional exploratory
elective college and career courses.

Continue to develop a partnership with Mount San
Jacinto College to provide additional exploratory
elective college and career courses.

Continue Administrative Justice pathway
Purchase books for students and provide
transportation to and from classes. Also provide
assistance and materials as needed for student
success.

Research additional facilities for inquiry based
projects to increase college and career readiness
through club activities.

Research additional facilities for inquiry based
projects to increase college and career readiness
through club activities.

Expand MSJC program for industrial arts and
college/career courses for 11th-12th grade
students.

Expand MSJC program for industrial arts and
college/career courses for 11th-12th grade
students.

Create college to career readiness activities.

Create college to career readiness activities.

Research additional facilities for California
Standards and inquiry based projects to increase
college and career readiness.
Expand MSJC program for industrial arts and
college/career course for 11th-12th graders
students. Create college to career readiness
activities.
All 11th-12th grade students of each
subpopulation at SJVA who meet academic
eligibility criteria will have access to SJVA’s Early
College Program (dual enrollment).

All 11th-12th grade students of each
subpopulation at SJVA who meet academic
eligibility criteria will have access to SJVA’s Early
College Program (dual enrollment).

All 11th-12th grade students of each
subpopulation at SJVA who meet academic
eligibility criteria will have access to SJVA’s Early
College Program (dual enrollment).

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$40,000

$45,000

$47,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
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Action

2

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

Grades 9-12

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Students will receive on going guidance regarding
graduation requirements and college and career
readiness specific to the unique educational
needs of each subpopulation.

Students will receive on going guidance regarding
graduation requirements and college and career
readiness specific to the unique educational needs
of each subpopulation.

Students will receive on going guidance regarding
graduation requirements and college and career
readiness specific to the unique educational
needs of each subpopulation.

Counselors, English teachers, and math teachers
will review and utilize the EAP results to determine
preparation for college.

Counselors, English teachers, and math teachers
will review and utilize the EAP results to determine
preparation for college.

Counselors, English teachers, and math teachers
will review and utilize the EAP results to determine
preparation for college.

Provide additional individualized guidance for
college and career pathways for students.

Provide additional individualized guidance for
college and career pathways for students

Provide additional individualized guidance for
college and career pathways for students

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$120,000

$140,000

$150,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

1100-1900 Certificated Salaries

1100-1900 Certificated Salaries

1100-1900 Certificated Salaries
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Action

3

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

Grades 9-12

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Provide course access and credit recovery options
through online learning programs.

Provide course access and credit recovery options
through online learning programs.

Provide course access and credit recovery options
through online learning programs.

Continued use of Odysseyware, and other
applicable programs. (Increase Licenses for
Odysseyware from 15 to 25.)

Continue use of Odysseyware, and other
applicable programs.

Continue use of Odysseyware, and other
applicable programs.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$25,000

$28,000

$30,000

Source

LCFF

LCFF

LCFF

Budget
Reference

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
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Action

4

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

Grades 9-12

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

SJVA will develop master schedules to maximize
opportunities for students to take a broad course
of study, reducing conflicts which might force a
student to choose between classes.

SJVA will develop master schedules to maximize
opportunities for students to take a broad course
of study and reduce conflicts which might force a
student to choose between classes.

SJVA will develop master schedules to maximize
opportunities for students to take a broad course
of study and reduce conflicts which might force a
student to choose between classes.

Provide students access to new courses through
rotational schedules. Provide flexibility through
digital learning.

Provide students access to new courses through
rotational schedules. Provide flexibility through
digital learning.

Provide students access to new courses through
rotational schedules. Provide flexibility through
digital learning.

Build access to accelerated/challenge programs.
All 11th-12th grade students of each
subpopulation at SJVA who meet academic
eligibility criteria will have access to SJVA’s IB
Diploma program and AP courses.

Continue to build access to accelerated/challenge
programs. All 11th-12th grade students of each
subpopulation at SJVA who meet academic
eligibility criteria will have access to SJVA’s IB
Diploma program and AP courses.

Continue to build access to accelerated/challenge
programs. All 11th-12th grade students of each
subpopulation at SJVA who meet academic
eligibility criteria will have access to SJVA’s IB
Diploma program and AP courses.

Increase access to IB and AP courses. Provide
resources and staffing for IB and AP courses.
Provide professional development and IB trainings
for all IB teachers. Provide professional
development and AP trainings for all AP teachers.

Continue to increase access to IB and AP courses.
Provide resources and staffing for IB and AP
courses. Provide professional development and IB
trainings for all IB teachers. Provide professional
development and AP trainings for all AP teachers.

Continue to increase access to IB and AP
courses. Provide resources and staffing for IB and
AP courses. Provide professional development
and IB trainings for all IB teachers. Provide
professional development and AP trainings for all
AP teachers.
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Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I. $ 5,000
II. $12,000

I. $ 5,000
II. $12,000

I. $ 5,000
II. $12,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 5210-5220 Services and Other

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 5210-5220 Services and Other

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 5210-5220 Services and Other

Operating Expenditures
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(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Unchanged Goal

Goal 4
SJVA will provide a positive school climate consisting of a safe engaging environment to promote optimum student attendance.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 6 & 8
Local Priorities: [List Local Priorities here]

Identified Need:


Hire Additional Counselors



Digital Independent Study program



Aeries attendance and Office Manager reports



Leadership team and grade level meetings



Simplify process for distributing independent study packets.



Increase and update facilities to meet growing programs to align with Common Core State Standards.



Highly qualified maintenance team.



Maintenance logs and safety inspections
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Expected Annual Measureable Outcomes
Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

SARC Report Facilities

SARC Report: Facilities
100% compliant

Maintain compliance

Maintain compliance

Maintain compliance

Attendance Rates

Attendance rates: 98.6%

Maintain 98% attendance
rates

Maintain 98% attendance
rates

Maintain 98% attendance rates

Chronic
Absenteeism Rates

Chronic absenteeism: 3.7%

Decrease chronic
absenteeism to 2%

Decrease chronic
absenteeism to 1%

Decrease chronic absenteeism
to 0%

Suspension and
Expulsion Rates

Suspension and expulsion
rates: 3%

Decrease suspension and
expulsion rates to 2%

Decrease suspension and
expulsion rates to 1%

Decrease suspension and
expulsion rates to 0%

Dropout Rates

Dropout rates: 0%

Maintain 0% dropout rate

Maintain 0% dropout rate

Maintain 0% dropout rate

Planned Actions / Services
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Action

1

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged
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2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue utilizing a simplified process for
distributing independent study packets (i.e.: fax,
email, or in person)

Continue utilizing a simplified process for
distributing independent study packets (i.e.: fax,
email, or in person)

Continue utilizing a simplified process for
distributing independent study packets (i.e.: fax,
email, or in person)

Provide online access to independent study forms.
Explore possible online work. i.e.: Think Central,
My HMH.

Provide online access to independent study forms.
Continue implementation of online instructional
support.

Provide online access to independent study forms.
Continue implementation of online instructional
support.

Improved structure of Independent study packets.
i.e.: aligned with lesson planning. Monitor
independent study contracts; continue notifying all
K-12 students / parents regarding independent
study contracts when absent via phone call, email,
and remind notice.

Improve structure of Independent Study packets.
i.e.: aligned with lesson planning. Monitor
independent study contracts; continue notifying all
K-12 students / parents regarding independent
study contracts when absent via phone call, email,
and remind notice.

Improve structure of Independent Study packets.
i.e.: aligned with lesson planning. Monitor
independent study contracts; continue notifying all
K-12 students / parents regarding independent
study contracts when absent via phone call, email,
and remind notice.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$50,000

$60,000

$62,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

2400 Clerical and Office Salaries

2400 Clerical and Office Salaries

2400 Clerical and Office Salaries

Action

2

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools
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Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue with reframed TK - College student
discipline/ consequences away from school
suspensions to include scheduling with adult
mentors and provide leadership to identified
students.

Continue with progressive discipline model to
include scheduled mentoring for identified
students.

Continue with progressive discipline model to
include scheduled mentoring for identified
students.

Thursday school with mentors, coaches, leaders to
students. After school detentions and Lunch
detentions

Thursday school with mentors, coaches, leaders
to students.

Thursday school with mentors, coaches, leaders
to students. After school detentions and Lunch
detentions
Deans and LCC’s will continue to improve upon
the progressive discipline plan for all grades.

Provide opportunities during Thursday school for
meetings with mentors, coaches, and student
leaders.
Deans and LCC’s will continue to improve and
implement the progressive discipline plan for all
grades.

Provide opportunities during Thursday school for
meetings with mentors, coaches, and student
leaders.
Deans and LCC’s will continue to improve and
implement the progressive discipline plan for all
grades.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$2,500

$5,000

$6,500

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

2100-2900 Non-Certificated Salaries

2100-2900 Non-Certificated Salaries

2100-2900 Non-Certificated Salaries
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Action

3

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Increase incentives and rewards for all TK college individuals, classes and school wide who
meet the attendance (ADA) Average Daily
Attendance goals

Increase incentives and rewards for all TK college individuals, classes and school wide who
meet the Average Daily Attendance (ADA) goals.

Increase incentives and rewards for all TK college individuals, classes and school wide who
meet the Average Daily Attendance (ADA) goals

Provide awards, certificates, medals, and trophies
for students with perfect attendance monthly and
annually.

Provide awards, certificates, medals, and trophies
for students with perfect attendance monthly and
annually.

Provide rewards for classes in grades TK-5 who
meet 100% attendance and those on grades 6-12
with the highest ADA percentage monthly. (ex:
pizza party, ice cream social, etc.)

Provide rewards for classes who meet 98%
attendance monthly and rewards for classes with
the highest ADA percentage monthly. (ex: pizza
party, ice cream social, etc.)

Considering transitioning to trimester attendance
BBQ for students who meet the schoolwide ADA
goal of 98%.

Considering transitioning to trimester attendance
BBQ for students who meet the schoolwide ADA
goal of 98%.

Schedule evening event twice per year to honor
students and their families when they earn perfect
attendance for one or more years at SJVA.

Schedule evening event twice per year to honor
students and their families when they earn perfect
attendance for one or more years at SJVA.

Provide awards, certificates, medals, and trophies
for students with Perfect attendance monthly and
annually.
Provide rewards for classes who meet 98%
attendance monthly and rewards for classes with
the highest ADA percentage monthly. (ex: pizza
party, ice cream social, etc.)
Provide attendance BBQ monthly to students with
Perfect Attendance, when schoolwide ADA goal of
98% is reached.
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Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$28,000

$30,000

$32,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

Action

4

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Provide TK- College students with a safe/positive,
and productive teaching and learning
climate/environments to optimize learning gains.
Expand bullying prevention programs and
services throughout all grades.

Provide TK - College students with a safe/positive,
and productive teaching and learning climate and
environments to optimize learning gains.
Continue with expansion of bullying prevention
programs and services throughout all grades.

Provide TK - College students with a safe/positive,
and productive teaching and learning climate and
environments to optimize learning gains.
Continue with expansion of bullying prevention
programs and services throughout all grades.
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2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Expansion of website and school app; continue
use of effective Communication systems, i.e.: cell
phone alerts and group cell phone messaging
(Remind App) to serve all TK - College families.
Continue to Increase and update facilities as
necessary. Provide weekly and monthly
maintenance as needed.
Retain highly qualified maintenance workers to
ensure a safe/positive, and productive teaching
and learning environment is provided to all
students grades TK-12.

Continue with the expansion of website and school
app; continue use of effective Communication
systems, i.e.: cell phone alerts and group cell
phone messaging (Remind App) to serve all TK College families.
Continue to Increase and update facilities as
necessary. Provide weekly and monthly
maintenance as needed.
Retain highly qualified maintenance workers to
ensure a safe/positive, and productive teaching
and learning environment is provided to all
students grades TK-12.

Continue with the expansion of website and
school app; continue use of effective
Communication systems, i.e.: cell phone alerts
and group cell phone messaging (Remind App) to
serve all TK - College families.
Continue to Increase and update facilities as
necessary. Provide weekly and monthly
maintenance as needed.
Retain highly qualified maintenance workers to
ensure a safe/positive, and productive teaching
and learning environment is provided to all
students grades TK-12.

Retain highly trained supervision staff to ensure a
safe/positive, and productive teaching and learning
climate to all TK-12 students.

Retain highly trained supervision staff to ensure a
safe/positive, and productive teaching and
learning climate to all TK-12 students.

Continue to utilize professional cleaning company
for daily cleaning of classrooms and offices.

Continue to utilize professional cleaning company
for daily cleaning of classrooms and offices.

Retain highly Supervision staff to ensure a
safe/positive, and productive teaching and
learning climate is provided to all students TK-12.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I.
II.

I.
II.

I.
II.

III.
IV.

$4,000
$1,500
$100,000
$220,000

III.
IV.

$4,000
$1,500
$100,000
$220,000

III.
IV.

$4,000
$1,500
$100,000
$220,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

I.
II.

I.
II.

I.
II.

III.
IV.

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
5641 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
2100-2900 Non-Certificated Salaries
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4100-4300 Books and Supplies
5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
5641 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
2100-2900 Non-Certificated Salaries

III.
IV.

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
5641 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
2100-2900 Non-Certificated Salaries
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Action

5

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Educate and increase awareness of healthy and
balanced living for all TK -12 students.

Develop Health and Wellness program with
staffing resources to educate and increase
awareness of healthy and balanced living for all
TK- 12 students.

Continue to implement Health and Wellness
program with staffing resources to educate and
increase awareness of healthy and balanced living
for all TK- 12 students.

Build competition through intramural activities and
games during lunches in grades 5-12.

Continue to build competition through intramural
activities and games at student lunch in grades 512.

Build competition through intramural activities and
games at student lunch.
Implement required health class for 1 Trimester
for grades 6-12, including nutrition.
Research and purchase Health curriculum and
resources.

Continue implementation of required Trimester
health class for grades 6-12.
Research and complete implementation of Healthy
curriculum and resources.

Continue implementation of required Trimester
health class for grades 6-12.
Continue implementation of Healthy curriculum
and resources.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$8,000

$10,000

$11,000
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Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

Action

6

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Utilize counseling staff to support all TK – 12
students' needs. Provide school wide assemblies
to address emotional and mental health issues.

Utilize counseling staff to support all TK – 12
students' needs. Provide school wide assemblies
to address emotional and mental health issues.

Post community resources on website, online, and
site bulletin boards. Increase number of bulletin
boards.

Post community resources on website, online, and
site bulletin boards. Increase number of bulletin
boards.

Continue to implement a support and resource
system for emotional and mental health (respect
of self and others) for all TK – College students.
Utilize counseling staff to aid all TK-12 students'
needs. Provide school wide assemblies to
address emotional and mental health issues.
Post community resources on website, online, and
site bulletin boards. Increase number of bulletin
boards.
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Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I.
II.
III.

I.
II.
III.

I.
II.
III.

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

I.
II.

I.
II.

I.
II.

III.

Action

$6,000
$1,000
$65,000

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
1100-1900 Certificated Salaries

III.

$6,000
$1,000
$65,000

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
1100-1900 Certificated Salaries

III.

$6,000
$1,000
$65,000

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
1100-1900 Certificated Salaries

7

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Utilize the SJVA Learning Partnership Agreement
(LPA) to inform, support, implement, and monitor
student conduct and accounting for the learning/

Utilize the SJVA Learning Partnership Agreement
(LPA) to inform, support, implement, and monitor
student conduct and accountability for the

Utilize the SJVA Learning Partnership Agreement
(LPA) to inform, support, implement, and monitor
student conduct and accountability for the
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2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

teaching environment with all TK - College
students and families.

learning/ teaching environment with all TK College students and families.

learning/ teaching environment with all TK College students and families.

Assure parents are aware of school goals, rules,
and expectations by having them sign and
acknowledge receipt of the LPA.

Utilize contract for students not following LPA and
monitor contracts for student success.

Utilize contract for students not following LPA and
monitor contracts for student success.

Provide family service logs to families to record
volunteer hours.
Utilize contract for students not following LPA and
monitor contracts for student success.
o

Implement behavior, attendance, and
academic contract plans with parents,
students, and staff of all TK- College on
as needed basis.



Implement behavior, attendance, and
academic contract plans with parents,
students, and staff of all TK - College on
as needed basis.



Implement behavior, attendance, and
academic contract plans with parents,
students, and staff of all TK - College on
as needed basis.

Ensure parents are knowledgeable of school
goals, rules, and expectations and have them sign
and acknowledge receipt of the LPA.

Ensure parents are knowledgeable of school
goals, rules, and expectations and have them sign
and acknowledge receipt of the LPA.

Provide service logs to families to record volunteer
hours.

Provide service logs to families to record volunteer
hours.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$600

$800

$1,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
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(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Unchanged Goal

Goal 5
SJVA will provide a variety of clubs, programs, services, and resources to promote increased student and parent engagement on
campus.

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:
State Priorities: 6
Local Priorities: [List Local Priorities here]

Identified Need:


Increased communication between school and home



Increased parent engagement



Increased student engagement.

Expected Annual Measureable Outcomes
Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Teachers, staff, and
community leaders
will serve as advisors
for clubs and teams.
Local Indicator

50% of teachers, staff and
community leaders are serving
as advisors for clubs and
coaching sports teams.

Increase teacher, staff and
community leader participation to
55%

Increase teacher, staff and
community leader participation to
60%

Increase teacher, staff and
community leader participation to
65%

Parent Volunteer
Participation
Local Indicator

65% parents attending
conferences & setting goals with
students
70% 6th-12th grade parents sign
progress reports bi-weekly

Increase parents attending
conferences & setting goals with
students to 70%

Increase parents attending
conferences & setting goals with
students to 90%

Increase parents attending
conferences & setting goals with
students to 95%
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Metrics/Indicators

Baseline

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Increase 6th-12th grade parents
signing progress reports biweekly to 75%

Increase 6th-12th grade parents
signing progress reports biweekly to 95%

Increase 6th-12th grade parents
signing progress reports bi-weekly
to 100%

Parent Education
Nights
Local Indicator

4 parent education nights per
grade level per school year

Increase parent education nights
to 5 per grade level per school
year

Increase parent education nights
to 6 per grade level per school
year

Increase parent education nights
to 7 per grade level per school
year

Student access to on
campus visual and
performing arts
program.
Local Indicator

100% of students have access
to on campus visual and
performing arts program.

Maintain 100% access to on
campus visual and performing
arts program.

Maintain 100% access to on
campus visual and performing
arts program.

Maintain 100% access to on
campus visual and performing arts
program.

Participation in middle
and high school
sports
Local Indicator

45% of middle and high school
students participate in sports.

Increase middle and high school
students participation in sports to
55%.

Increase middle and high school
students participation in sports to
60%.

Increase middle and high school
students participation in sports to
65%.

Increase students sense of
belonging to 85%

Increase students sense of
belonging to 90%

Student sense of
belonging,
engagement and
school pride
*Healthy Kids Survey
2017

70% of students feel a sense of
belonging and school pride.

Increase students sense of
belonging to 80%

Planned Actions / Services
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Action

1

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools
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Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Provide resources for site events. Participation in
multicultural events per grade level.

Provide resources for site events. Participation in
multicultural events per grade level.

Provide resources for site events. Participation in
multicultural events per grade level.

Fund transportation to local events. Provide
resources for site events.

Fund transportation to local events. Provide
resources for site events.

“World Schools” inquiry projects expanded to 5
additional countries. Build “World School” through
digital pen pal, Skype and virtual tours.

"World Schools" projects not developed.

Fund transportation to local events. Provide
resources for site events.
"World Schools" projects not developed.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$65,000

$70,000

$72,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

5800-5801 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5800-5801 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5800-5801 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

Action

2

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools
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Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Maintain both student and teacher led
conferences. Students become integral part of
conference and goal setting. Parents help identify
strengths and needs with their child.

Maintain both student and teacher led
conferences. Students participate in conferences and goal

Maintain both student and teacher led
conferences. Students participate in conferences and goal

setting. Parents work with teachers to help identify

setting. Parents work with teachers to help identify

strengths and needs with their child.

strengths and needs with their child.

Provide translation as needed at all parent
conferences.

Provide translation as needed at all parent
conferences.

Provide translation as needed at all parent
conferences.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

Nominal cost associated with these actions

Nominal cost associated with these actions

Nominal cost associated with these actions

Source

N/A

N/A

N/A

Budget
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Action

3

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue parent, student, staff and community
surveys to improve programs with all TK - College
students and families. Utilize survey data for
program improvement. Count survey toward
family service log

Continue parent, student, staff and community
surveys to improve programs with all TK- College
students and families. Utilize survey data for
program improvement.

Continue parent, student, staff and community
surveys to improve programs with all TK - College
students and families. Utilize survey data for
program improvement.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

Nominal cost associated with this action.

Nominal cost associated with this action.

Nominal cost associated with this action.

Source

N/A

N/A

N/A

Budget
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Action

4

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue to provide timely, effective, and accurate
communications to the TK - College school
community, i.e. Parents, students, staff, through
website, daily bulletin, monthly newsletter, Wolf
Pack Report, and school event calendar.

Continue to provide timely, effective, and accurate
communications to the TK - College school
community, i.e. Parents, students, staff, through
website, daily bulletin, monthly newsletter, Wolf
Pack Report, and school event calendar.

Continue to provide timely, effective, and accurate
communications to the TK- College school
community, i.e. Parents, students, staff, through
website, daily bulletin, monthly newsletter, Wolf
Pack Report, and school event calendar.

Translate all documents to Spanish.

Translate documents to Spanish as needed.

Translate documents to Spanish as needed.

Maintain equipment and expand Wolf Pack
Report.

Continue to provide necessary equipment and
resources to maintain Wolf Pack Report.

Continue to provide necessary equipment and
resources to maintain Wolf Pack Report.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$6,500

$7,000

$7,200

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
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Action

5

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

[English Learners

Limited to Unduplicated Student Group(s)

All Schools

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Provide resources to EL students and their
families and hold parent trainings in Spanish to
build student success. Hold 4 yearly ELAC
meetings.

Provide resources to EL students and their
families and hold parent trainings in Spanish to
build student success. Hold 4 yearly ELAC
meetings.

Provide resources to EL students and their
families and hold parent trainings in Spanish to
build student success. Hold 4 yearly ELAC
meetings.

Send all correspondence to families in English
and Spanish

Send correspondence to families in English and
Spanish as needed.

Send correspondence to families in English and
Spanish as needed.

Provide translation at all parent conferences,
meetings, and school functions as needed.

Provide translation at all parent conferences,
meetings, and school functions as needed.

Provide translation at all parent conferences,
meetings, and school functions as needed.

Actions/Services
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Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$650

$800

$1,000

Source

Title III

Title III

Title III

Budget
Reference

5210-5220 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5210-5220 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5210-5220 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

Action

6

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Scope of Services:

Location(s):

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Low Income

Limited to Unduplicated Student Group(s)

All Schools

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Unchanged

Unchanged

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Provide resources to SED students and their
families and parent trainings to build student
success. Resources include but not limited to,
instruments, physicals and equipment for sports,
dues or supplies for clubs, etc.

Provide resources to SED students and their
families and parent trainings to build student
success. Resources include but not limited to,
instruments, physicals and equipment for sports,
dues or supplies for clubs, etc.

Provide resources to SED students and their
families and parent trainings to build student
success. Resources include but not limited to,
instruments, physicals and equipment for sports,
dues or supplies for clubs, etc.

Actions/Services
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2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Provide school supply support as needed for SED
students (Notebooks, paper, pencils, etc.)

Provide school supply support as needed for SED
students (Notebooks, paper, pencils, etc.)

Provide school supply support as needed for SED
students (Notebooks, paper, pencils, etc.)

Family Project Nights – Project supplies and help
will be provided as well as a facility for families to
work on class projects at school after hours
instead of at home.

Family Project Nights – Project supplies and help
will be provided as well as a facility for families to
work on class projects at school after hours
instead of at home.

Family Project Nights – Project supplies and help
will be provided as well as a facility for families to
work on class projects at school after hours
instead of at home.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

I. $35,000
II. $30,000

I. $35,000
II. $30,000

I. $35,000
II. $30,000

Source

Title I

Title I

Title I

Budget
Reference

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 5800 Services and Other Operating

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 5800 Services and Other Operating

I. 4100-4300 Books and Supplies
II. 5800 Services and Other Operating

Expenditures

Action

Expenditures

Expenditures

7

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools
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Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Increased parent training nights. Provide site and
guest speakers for parents and school community.

Increased parent training nights. Provide site and
guest speakers for parents and school community.

Build participation of parents through student
performance events.

Build participation of parents through student
performance events.

Provide funding for fingerprints and TB testing for
parent volunteers. Provide additional opportunities
for field trip chaperones.

Provide funding for fingerprints and TB testing for
parent volunteers. Provide additional opportunities
for field trip chaperones.

Provide resources to students and families to
increase parent engagement.
Increased parent training nights. Provide site and
guest speakers for parents and school community.
Build participation of parents through student
performance events.
Funding for fingerprints and TB testing for parent
volunteers. Provide additional opportunities for
field trip chaperones.
Provide copies of and incentives for returned
family service logs. Provide pass or bracelet, for
prize, to students returning family service logs.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$60,000

$70,000

$75,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures

5800 Services and Other Operating
Expenditures
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Action

8

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

Continue to provide intramural school wide sports
program for middle and high school.

Continue to provide intramural school wide sports
program for 5th-12th grade.

Continue to provide intramural school wide sports
program for 5th-12th grade.

Increase the number of sports teams as needed
based on interest. Hire new coaches as needed.

Monitor enrollment of students in intramural sports.

Monitor enrollment of students in intramural
sports.

Monitor enrollment of students in intramural
sports.
Recognize students for participation in athletics
with certificates, medals, and trophies.

Continue to build and expand athletic program
based on student interests.
Recognize students for participation in athletics
with certificates, medals, and trophies.

Continue to build and expand athletic program
based on student interests.
Recognize students for participation in athletics
with certificates, medals, and trophies.

Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$7,000

$8,500

$9,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
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9

Action

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
Students to be Served:

Location(s):

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans):

All

All Schools

Actions/Services
Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

Unchanged

Modified

Modified

2017-18 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2019-20 Actions/Services

All 1st -12th grade students have access to a
variety of clubs to increase student engagement,
i.e. yearbook club, computer club, drama, aviation
club, vocal choir, music, Power of One, math club,
and reading club.

All 1st -12th grade students have access to a
variety of clubs to increase student engagement,
i.e. yearbook club, computer club, drama, aviation
club, vocal choir, music, Power of One, math club,
and reading club.

All 1st -12th grade students have access to a
variety of clubs to increase student engagement,
i.e. yearbook club, computer club, drama, aviation
club, vocal choir, music, Power of One, math club,
and reading club.

Provide space and supplies for clubs and teams at
all grade levels to meet student interests. Analyze
participation and survey participants

Provide space and supplies for clubs and teams at
all grade levels to meet student interests. Analyze
participation and survey participants to adjust
programs.

Provide space and supplies for clubs and teams at
all grade levels to meet student interests. Analyze
participation and survey participants to adjust
programs.

Continue to develop and implement art, drama,
music, and vocal programs for TK – College
students both during and after school.

Continue to develop and implement art, drama,
music, and vocal programs for TK – College
students both during and after school.

Provide necessary resources and materials for
performing and visual arts programs.

Provide necessary resources and materials for
performing and visual arts programs.

Continue to develop and implement art, drama,
music and vocal programs for TK – College
students.
Provide necessary resources and materials for
performing and visual arts programs.
o

Purchase sheet music, instruments, art
supplies, costumes, and other necessary
materials.

o

Purchase sheet music, instruments, art
supplies, costumes, and other necessary
materials.

o Purchase sheet music, instruments, art
supplies, costumes, and other necessary
materials.

Review Curriculum and strategies and expand fine
arts program K-12.
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Budgeted Expenditures
Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Amount

$10,000

$15,000

$17,000

Source

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

LCFF Base

Budget
Reference

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies

4100-4300 Books and Supplies
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Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Pupils
LCAP Year: 2018-19

Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds

Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

$ 1,830,921.00

15.49%

Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.
Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions supporting
each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).
Per California’s Fiscal Crisis & Management Assistance Team’s (FCMAT) LCFF calculator, San Jacinto Valley Academy’s services for
Low-income students and English Learners are estimated to increase by 15.49%, the Minimum Proportionality Percentage (MPP) for
the 2017-18 school year. SJVA will meet its MPP for the 2018-19 school year by providing the following services for Low Income and
English Learners: Diamond Tiered RTI Intervention Programs, summer school, a music program, Chromebooks and other supplies for
Diamond Tiered RTI, and professional development for staff. By providing the services identified without limitations, SJVA will best
serve all students, especially targeted students with increased or improved services at minimum of 15.49% above all students.
Per California’s Fiscal Crisis & Management Assistance Team’s (FCMAT) LCFF calculator, San Jacinto Valley Academy’s additional
Supplemental & Concentration Grant Funding for the 2018-19 school year will be $1,830,912.00. SJVA will be using these funds in a
school wide manner. SJVA believes it is justified to use in a school wide manner because its unduplicated count for the 2017-18 school
year was 65.09% of SJVA’s total population. This percentage is expected to be similar in the 2018-19 school year.
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SJVA will offer a variety of programs and supports that are aligned with the LCAP goals. These include: Diamond Tiered RTI
Intervention Programs, summer school, a music program, Chromebooks and other supplies for Diamond Tiered RTI Intervention, and
professional development for staff. School wide implementation of these practices will not only have an impact on the learning
environment and the climate of the school as a whole, but will also have a disproportionately positive impact on the targeted subgroups.
SJVA recognizes that while these funds are generated in order to serve the focus students, some services may, should the need arise,
be utilized for students outside the focus subgroups. While the majority of students served will be focus students (sixty-five percent or
more), there may be other students in need that SJVA cannot ignore.
By providing the services identified without limitations, SJVA will serve all students, especially focus students. The full list of
expenditures is aligned with the goals of the SJVA Local Control and Accountability Plan and addresses the needs of our SJVA’s
English learners and low-Income students.
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Addendum
The Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) and Annual Update Template documents and
communicates local educational agencies’ (LEAs) actions and expenditures to support student
outcomes and overall performance. The LCAP is a three-year plan, which is reviewed and updated
annually, as required. Charter schools may complete the LCAP to align with the term of the charter
school’s budget, typically one year, which is submitted to the school’s authorizer. The LCAP and
Annual Update Template must be completed by all LEAs each year.
For school districts, the LCAP must describe, for the school district and each school within the district,
goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and each student group identified by
the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) (ethnic, socioeconomically disadvantaged, English
learners, foster youth, pupils with disabilities, and homeless youth), for each of the state priorities and
any locally identified priorities.
For county offices of education, the LCAP must describe, for each county office of educationoperated school and program, goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and
each LCFF student group funded through the county office of education (students attending juvenile
court schools, on probation or parole, or expelled under certain conditions) for each of the state
priorities and any locally identified priorities. School districts and county offices of education may
additionally coordinate and describe in their LCAPs services funded by a school district that are
provided to students attending county-operated schools and programs, including special education
programs.
If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, the county board of
education and the governing board of the school district may adopt and file for review and approval a
single LCAP consistent with the requirements in Education Code (EC) sections 52060, 52062, 52066,
52068, and 52070. The LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school district or
county superintendent of schools) all budgeted and actual expenditures are aligned.
Charter schools must describe goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and
each LCFF subgroup of students including students with disabilities and homeless youth, for each of
the state priorities that apply for the grade levels served or the nature of the program operated by the
charter school, and any locally identified priorities. For charter schools, the inclusion and description
of goals for state priorities in the LCAP may be modified to meet the grade levels served and the
nature of the programs provided, including modifications to reflect only the statutory requirements
explicitly applicable to charter schools in the EC. Changes in LCAP goals and actions/services for
charter schools that result from the annual update process do not necessarily constitute a material
revision to the school’s charter petition.

For questions related to specific sections of the template, please see instructions below:

Instructions: Linked Table of Contents
Plan Summary
Annual Update
Stakeholder Engagement
Goals, Actions, and Services
Planned Actions/Services
Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students
For additional questions or technical assistance related to completion of the LCAP template, please
contact the local county office of education, or the CDE’s Local Agency Systems Support Office at:
916-319-0809 or by email at: lcff@cde.ca.gov.

Plan Summary
The LCAP is intended to reflect an LEA’s annual goals, actions, services and expenditures within a
fixed three-year planning cycle. LEAs must include a plan summary for the LCAP each year.
When developing the LCAP, enter the appropriate LCAP year, and address the prompts provided in
these sections. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3, enter the appropriate LCAP year and
replace the previous summary information with information relevant to the current year LCAP.
In this section, briefly address the prompts provided. These prompts are not limits. LEAs may include
information regarding local program(s), community demographics, and the overall vision of the LEA.
LEAs may also attach documents (e.g., the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics data reports) if desired and/or
include charts illustrating goals, planned outcomes, actual outcomes, or related planned and actual
expenditures.
An LEA may use an alternative format for the plan summary as long as it includes the information
specified in each prompt and the budget summary table.
The reference to LCFF Evaluation Rubrics means the evaluation rubrics adopted by the State Board
of Education under EC Section 52064.5.

Budget Summary
The LEA must complete the LCAP Budget Summary table as follows:


Total LEA General Fund Budget Expenditures for the LCAP Year: This amount is the
LEA’s total budgeted General Fund expenditures for the LCAP year. The LCAP year
means the fiscal year for which an LCAP is adopted or updated by July 1. The General
Fund is the main operating fund of the LEA and accounts for all activities not accounted for
in another fund. All activities are reported in the General Fund unless there is a compelling
reason to account for an activity in another fund. For further information please refer to the
California School Accounting Manual (http://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/ac/sa/). (Note: For some
charter schools that follow governmental fund accounting, this amount is the total budgeted
expenditures in the Charter Schools Special Revenue Fund. For charter schools that follow

the not-for-profit accounting model, this amount is total budgeted expenses, such as those
budgeted in the Charter Schools Enterprise Fund.)


Total Funds Budgeted for Planned Actions/Services to Meet the Goals in the LCAP
for the LCAP Year: This amount is the total of the budgeted expenditures associated with
the actions/services included for the LCAP year from all sources of funds, as reflected in
the LCAP. To the extent actions/services and/or expenditures are listed in the LCAP under
more than one goal, the expenditures should be counted only once.



Description of any use(s) of the General Fund Budget Expenditures specified above
for the LCAP year not included in the LCAP: Briefly describe expenditures included in
total General Fund Expenditures that are not included in the total funds budgeted for
planned actions/services for the LCAP year. (Note: The total funds budgeted for planned
actions/services may include funds other than general fund expenditures.)



Total Projected LCFF Revenues for LCAP Year: This amount is the total amount of
LCFF funding the LEA estimates it will receive pursuant to EC sections 42238.02 (for
school districts and charter schools) and 2574 (for county offices of education), as
implemented by EC sections 42238.03 and 2575 for the LCAP year respectively.

Annual Update
The planned goals, expected outcomes, actions/services, and budgeted expenditures must be copied
verbatim from the previous year’s* approved LCAP; in addition, list the state and/or local priorities
addressed by the planned goals. Minor typographical errors may be corrected.
* For example, for LCAP year 2017/18 of the 2017/18 – 2019/20 LCAP, review the goals in the
2016/17 LCAP. Moving forward, review the goals from the most recent LCAP year. For example,
LCAP year 2020/21 will review goals from the 2019/20 LCAP year, which is the last year of the
2017/18 – 2019/20 LCAP.

Annual Measurable Outcomes
For each goal in the prior year, identify and review the actual measurable outcomes as
compared to the expected annual measurable outcomes identified in the prior year for the
goal.

Actions/Services
Identify the planned Actions/Services and the budgeted expenditures to implement these
actions toward achieving the described goal. Identify the actual actions/services implemented
to meet the described goal and the estimated actual annual expenditures to implement the
actions/services. As applicable, identify any changes to the students or student groups served,
or to the planned location of the actions/services provided.

Analysis
Using actual annual measurable outcome data, including data from the LCFF Evaluation
Rubrics, analyze whether the planned actions/services were effective in achieving the goal.
Respond to the prompts as instructed.




Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated
goal. Include a discussion of relevant challenges and successes experienced with the
implementation process.
Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal
as measured by the LEA.



Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual
Expenditures. Minor variances in expenditures or a dollar-for-dollar accounting is not
required.



Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and
services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and analysis of the data provided
in the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be
found in the LCAP.

Stakeholder Engagement
Meaningful engagement of parents, students, and other stakeholders, including those representing
the student groups identified by LCFF, is critical to the development of the LCAP and the budget
process. EC identifies the minimum consultation requirements for school districts and county offices
of education as consulting with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, local
bargaining units of the school district, parents, and pupils in developing the LCAP. EC requires
charter schools to consult with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, parents,
and pupils in developing the LCAP. In addition, EC Section 48985 specifies the requirements for the
translation of notices, reports, statements, or records sent to a parent or guardian.
The LCAP should be shared with, and LEAs should request input from, school site-level advisory
groups, as applicable (e.g., school site councils, English Learner Advisory Councils, student advisory
groups, etc.), to facilitate alignment between school-site and district-level goals and actions. An LEA
may incorporate or reference actions described in other plans that are being undertaken to meet
specific goals.
Instructions: The stakeholder engagement process is an ongoing, annual process. The
requirements for this section are the same for each year of a three-year LCAP. When developing
the LCAP, enter the appropriate LCAP year, and describe the stakeholder engagement process
used to develop the LCAP and Annual Update. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3,
enter the appropriate LCAP year and replace the previous stakeholder narrative(s) and describe
the stakeholder engagement process used to develop the current year LCAP and Annual
Update.
School districts and county offices of education: Describe the process used to consult
with the Parent Advisory Committee, the English Learner Parent Advisory Committee,
parents, students, school personnel, the LEA’s local bargaining units, and the community
to inform the development of the LCAP and the annual review and analysis for the
indicated LCAP year.
Charter schools: Describe the process used to consult with teachers, principals,
administrators, other school personnel, parents, and students to inform the development of
the LCAP and the annual review and analysis for the indicated LCAP year.

Describe how the consultation process impacted the development of the LCAP and annual
update for the indicated LCAP year, including the goals, actions, services, and expenditures.

Goals, Actions, and Services
LEAs must include a description of the annual goals, for all students and each LCFF identified group
of students, to be achieved for each state priority as applicable to type of LEA. An LEA may also
include additional local priorities. This section shall also include a description of the specific planned
actions an LEA will take to meet the identified goals, and a description of the expenditures required to
implement the specific actions.
School districts and county offices of education: The LCAP is a three-year plan, which is
reviewed and updated annually, as required.
Charter schools: The number of years addressed in the LCAP may align with the term of the
charter schools budget, typically one year, which is submitted to the school’s authorizer. If year
2 and/or year 3 is not applicable, charter schools must specify as such.
New, Modified, Unchanged
As part of the LCAP development process, which includes the annual update and stakeholder
engagement, indicate if the goal, identified need, related state and/or local priorities, and/or
expected annual measurable outcomes for the current LCAP year or future LCAP years are
modified or unchanged from the previous year’s LCAP; or, specify if the goal is new.

Goal
State the goal. LEAs may number the goals using the “Goal #” box for ease of reference. A
goal is a broad statement that describes the desired result to which all actions/services are
directed. A goal answers the question: What is the LEA seeking to achieve?
Related State and/or Local Priorities
List the state and/or local priorities addressed by the goal. The LCAP must include goals that
address each of the state priorities, as applicable to the type of LEA, and any additional local
priorities; however, one goal may address multiple priorities. (Link to State Priorities)
Identified Need
Describe the needs that led to establishing the goal. The identified needs may be based on
quantitative or qualitative information, including, but not limited to, results of the annual update
process or performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
For each LCAP year, identify the metric(s) or indicator(s) that the LEA will use to track
progress toward the expected outcomes. LEAs may identify metrics for specific student
groups. Include in the baseline column the most recent data associated with this metric or
indicator available at the time of adoption of the LCAP for the first year of the three-year plan.
The most recent data associated with a metric or indicator includes data as reported in the
annual update of the LCAP year immediately preceding the three-year plan, as applicable. The
baseline data shall remain unchanged throughout the three-year LCAP. In the subsequent
year columns, identify the progress to be made in each year of the three-year cycle of the
LCAP. Consider how expected outcomes in any given year are related to the expected
outcomes for subsequent years.

The metrics may be quantitative or qualitative, but at minimum an LEA must use the applicable
required metrics for the related state priorities, in each LCAP year as applicable to the type of
LEA. For the student engagement priority metrics, as applicable, LEAs must calculate the
rates as described in the LCAP Template Appendix, sections (a) through (d).

Planned Actions/Services
For each action/service, the LEA must complete either the section “For Actions/Services not
included as contributing to meeting Increased or Improved Services Requirement” or the
section “For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved
Services Requirement.” The LEA shall not complete both sections for a single action.
For Actions/Services Not Contributing to Meeting the Increased or Improved Services
Requirement
Students to be Served
The “Students to be Served” box is to be completed for all actions/services except for those
which are included by the LEA as contributing to meeting the requirement to increase or
improve services for unduplicated students. Indicate in this box which students will benefit from
the actions/services by entering “All”, “Students with Disabilities”, or “Specific Student
Group(s)”. If “Specific Student Group(s)” is entered, identify the specific student group(s) as
appropriate.
Location(s)
Identify the location where the action/services will be provided. If the services are provided to
all schools within the LEA, the LEA must identify “All Schools”. If the services are provided to
specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must enter “Specific
Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or
grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
Charter schools operating more than one site, authorized within the same charter
petition, may choose to distinguish between sites by entering “Specific Schools” and
identifying the site(s) where the actions/services will be provided. For charter schools
operating only one site, “All Schools” and “Specific Schools” may be synonymous and,
therefore, either would be appropriate. Charter schools may use either term provided they
are used in a consistent manner through the LCAP.
For Actions/Services Contributing to Meeting the Increased or Improved Services
Requirement:
Students to be Served
For any action/service contributing to the LEA’s overall demonstration that it has increased or
improved services for unduplicated students above what is provided to all students (see
Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students section, below),
the LEA must identify the unduplicated student group(s) being served.
Scope of Service
For each action/service contributing to meeting the increased or improved services
requirement, identify the scope of service by indicating “LEA-wide”, “Schoolwide”, or “Limited
to Unduplicated Student Group(s)”. The LEA must identify one of the following three options:

 If the action/service is being funded and provided to upgrade the entire educational
program of the LEA, enter “LEA-wide.”
 If the action/service is being funded and provided to upgrade the entire educational
program of a particular school or schools, enter “schoolwide”.
 If the action/service being funded and provided is limited to the unduplicated students
identified in “Students to be Served”, enter “Limited to Unduplicated Student Group(s)”.
For charter schools and single-school school districts, “LEA-wide” and “Schoolwide”
may be synonymous and, therefore, either would be appropriate. For charter schools
operating multiple schools (determined by a unique CDS code) under a single charter, use
“LEA-wide” to refer to all schools under the charter and use “Schoolwide” to refer to a
single school authorized within the same charter petition. Charter schools operating a
single school may use “LEA-wide” or “Schoolwide” provided these terms are used in a
consistent manner through the LCAP.
Location(s)
Identify the location where the action/services will be provided. If the services are provided to
all schools within the LEA, the LEA must indicate “All Schools”. If the services are provided to
specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must enter “Specific
Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or
grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
Charter schools operating more than one site, authorized within the same charter
petition, may choose to distinguish between sites by entering “Specific Schools” and
identify the site(s) where the actions/services will be provided. For charter schools
operating only one site, “All Schools” and “Specific Schools” may be synonymous and,
therefore, either would be appropriate. Charter schools may use either term provided they
are used in a consistent manner through the LCAP.
Actions/Services
For each LCAP year, identify the actions to be performed and services provided to meet the
described goal. Actions and services that are implemented to achieve the identified goal may
be grouped together. LEAs may number the action/service using the “Action #” box for ease of
reference.
New/Modified/Unchanged:



Enter “New Action” if the action/service is being added in any of the three years of
the LCAP to meet the articulated goal.



Enter “Modified Action” if the action/service was included to meet an articulated goal
and has been changed or modified in any way from the prior year description.



Enter “Unchanged Action” if the action/service was included to meet an articulated
goal and has not been changed or modified in any way from the prior year
description.
o If a planned action/service is anticipated to remain unchanged for the
duration of the plan, an LEA may enter “Unchanged Action” and leave the
subsequent year columns blank rather than having to copy/paste the

action/service into the subsequent year columns. Budgeted expenditures
may be treated in the same way as applicable.
Note: The goal from the prior year may or may not be included in the current three-year
LCAP. For example, when developing year 1 of the LCAP, the goals articulated in year 3
of the preceding three-year LCAP will be from the prior year.
Charter schools may complete the LCAP to align with the term of the charter school’s budget
that is submitted to the school’s authorizer. Accordingly, a charter school submitting a one-year
budget to its authorizer may choose not to complete the year 2 and year 3 portions of the
“Goals, Actions, and Services” section of the template. If year 2 and/or year 3 is not
applicable, charter schools must specify as such.
Budgeted Expenditures
For each action/service, list and describe budgeted expenditures for each school year to
implement these actions, including where those expenditures can be found in the LEA’s
budget. The LEA must reference all fund sources for each proposed expenditure. Expenditures
must be classified using the California School Accounting Manual as required by EC sections
52061, 52067, and 47606.5.
Expenditures that are included more than once in an LCAP must be indicated as a duplicated
expenditure and include a reference to the goal and action/service where the expenditure first
appears in the LCAP.
If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, and chooses
to complete a single LCAP, the LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school
district or county superintendent of schools) all budgeted expenditures are aligned.

Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for
Unduplicated Students
This section must be completed for each LCAP year. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3,
copy the “Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students” table and
enter the appropriate LCAP year. Using the copy of the section, complete the section as required for
the current year LCAP. Retain all prior year sections for each of the three years within the LCAP.
Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds
Identify the amount of funds in the LCAP year calculated on the basis of the number and
concentration of low income, foster youth, and English learner students as determined
pursuant to California Code of Regulations, Title 5 (5 CCR) Section 15496(a)(5).
Percentage to Increase or Improve Services
Identify the percentage by which services for unduplicated pupils must be increased or
improved as compared to the services provided to all students in the LCAP year as calculated
pursuant to 5 CCR Section 15496(a)(7).
Consistent with the requirements of 5 CCR Section 15496, describe how services provided for
unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage calculated as compared to
services provided for all students in the LCAP year. To improve services means to grow services in
quality and to increase services means to grow services in quantity. This description must address

how the action(s)/service(s) limited for one or more unduplicated student group(s), and any
schoolwide or districtwide action(s)/service(s) supported by the appropriate description, taken
together, result in the required proportional increase or improvement in services for unduplicated
pupils.
If the overall increased or improved services include any actions/services being funded and provided
on a schoolwide or districtwide basis, identify each action/service and include the required
descriptions supporting each action/service as follows.
For those services being provided on an LEA-wide basis:
 For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of 55% or more, and for charter
schools and county offices of education: Describe how these services are principally directed
to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities.


For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of less than 55%: Describe how these
services are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in
the state and any local priorities. Also describe how the services are the most effective use of
the funds to meet these goals for its unduplicated pupils. Provide the basis for this
determination, including any alternatives considered, supporting research, experience or
educational theory.

For school districts only, identify in the description those services being funded and provided on a
schoolwide basis, and include the required description supporting the use of the funds on a
schoolwide basis:


For schools with 40% or more enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these services
are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for its unduplicated pupils in the
state and any local priorities.



For school districts expending funds on a schoolwide basis at a school with less than 40%
enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these services are principally directed to and
how the services are the most effective use of the funds to meet its goals for English
learners, low income students and foster youth, in the state and any local priorities.

State Priorities
Priority 1: Basic Services addresses the degree to which:
A. Teachers in the LEA are appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in the subject area and for the
pupils they are teaching;
B. Pupils in the school district have sufficient access to the standards-aligned instructional materials; and
C. School facilities are maintained in good repair.
Priority 2: Implementation of State Standards addresses:
A. The implementation of state board adopted academic content and performance standards for all
students, which are:
a. English Language Arts – Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts
b. Mathematics – CCSS for Mathematics
c. English Language Development (ELD)
d. Career Technical Education
e. Health Education Content Standards
f. History-Social Science
g. Model School Library Standards
h. Physical Education Model Content Standards
i. Next Generation Science Standards
j. Visual and Performing Arts
k. World Language; and
B. How the programs and services will enable English learners to access the CCSS and the ELD
standards for purposes of gaining academic content knowledge and English language proficiency.
Priority 3: Parental Involvement addresses:
A. The efforts the school district makes to seek parent input in making decisions for the school district and
each individual school site;
B. How the school district will promote parental participation in programs for unduplicated pupils; and
C. How the school district will promote parental participation in programs for individuals with exceptional
needs.
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. Statewide assessments;
B. The Academic Performance Index;
C. The percentage of pupils who have successfully completed courses that satisfy University of California
(UC) or California State University (CSU) entrance requirements, or programs of study that align with
state board approved career technical educational standards and framework;
D. The percentage of English learner pupils who make progress toward English proficiency as measured
by the California English Language Development Test (CELDT);
E. The English learner reclassification rate;
F. The percentage of pupils who have passed an advanced placement examination with a score of 3 or
higher; and
G. The percentage of pupils who participate in, and demonstrate college preparedness pursuant to, the
Early Assessment Program, or any subsequent assessment of college preparedness.
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. School attendance rates;
B. Chronic absenteeism rates;
C. Middle school dropout rates;
D. High school dropout rates; and

E. High school graduation rates;

Priority 6: School Climate as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. Pupil suspension rates;
B. Pupil expulsion rates; and
C. Other local measures, including surveys of pupils, parents, and teachers on the sense of safety and
school connectedness.
Priority 7: Course Access addresses the extent to which pupils have access to and are enrolled in:
A. S broad course of study including courses described under EC sections 51210 and 51220(a)-(i), as
applicable;
B. Programs and services developed and provided to unduplicated pupils; and
C. Programs and services developed and provided to individuals with exceptional needs.
Priority 8: Pupil Outcomes addresses pupil outcomes, if available, for courses described under EC sections
51210 and 51220(a)-(i), as applicable.
Priority 9: Coordination of Instruction of Expelled Pupils (COE Only) addresses how the county
superintendent of schools will coordinate instruction of expelled pupils.
Priority 10. Coordination of Services for Foster Youth (COE Only) addresses how the county
superintendent of schools will coordinate services for foster children, including:
A. Working with the county child welfare agency to minimize changes in school placement
B. Providing education-related information to the county child welfare agency to assist in the delivery of
services to foster children, including educational status and progress information that is required to be
included in court reports;
C. Responding to requests from the juvenile court for information and working with the juvenile court to
ensure the delivery and coordination of necessary educational services; and
D. Establishing a mechanism for the efficient expeditious transfer of health and education records and the
health and education passport.
Local Priorities address:
A. Local priority goals; and
B. Methods for measuring progress toward local goals.

APPENDIX A: PRIORITIES 5 AND 6 RATE
CALCULATION INSTRUCTIONS
For the purposes of completing the LCAP in reference to the state priorities under EC sections 52060
and 52066, as applicable to type of LEA, the following shall apply:
(a) “Chronic absenteeism rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during the
academic year (July 1 – June 30) who are chronically absent where “chronic absentee”
means a pupil who is absent 10 percent or more of the schooldays in the school year when
the total number of days a pupil is absent is divided by the total number of days the pupil is
enrolled and school was actually taught in the total number of days the pupil is enrolled and
school was actually taught in the regular day schools of the district, exclusive of Saturdays
and Sundays.
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(b) “Middle School dropout rate” shall be calculated as set forth in 5 CCR Section 1039.1.
(c) “High school dropout rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of cohort members who dropout by the end of year 4 in the cohort where
“cohort” is defined as the number of first-time grade 9 pupils in year 1 (starting cohort) plus
pupils who transfer in, minus pupils who transfer out, emigrate, or die during school years
1, 2, 3, and 4.
(2) The total number of cohort members.
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(d) “High school graduation rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of cohort members who earned a regular high school diploma [or earned an
adult education high school diploma or passed the California High School Proficiency
Exam] by the end of year 4 in the cohort where “cohort” is defined as the number of firsttime grade 9 pupils in year 1 (starting cohort) plus pupils who transfer in, minus pupils who
transfer out, emigrate, or die during school years 1, 2, 3, and 4.
(2) The total number of cohort members.
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(e) “Suspension rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was
suspended during the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(f) “Expulsion rate” shall be calculated as follows:

(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was
expelled during the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 42238.07 and 52064, Education Code. Reference: Sections 2574,
2575, 42238.01, 42238.02, 42238.03, 42238.07, 47605, 47605.6, 47606.5, 48926, 52052, 52060,
52061, 52062, 52063, 52064, 52066, 52067, 52068, 52069, 52070, 52070.5, and 64001,; 20 U.S.C.
Sections 6312 and 6314.

APPENDIX B: GUIDING QUESTIONS
Guiding Questions: Annual Review and Analysis
1)

2)

3)
4)
5)

6)

How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all pupils and did the provisions of
those services result in the desired outcomes?
How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all subgroups of pupils identified
pursuant to EC Section 52052, including, but not limited to, English learners, low-income
pupils, and foster youth; and did the provision of those actions/services result in the desired
outcomes?
How have the actions/services addressed the identified needs and goals of specific school
sites and were these actions/services effective in achieving the desired outcomes?
What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was examined to review
progress toward goals in the annual update?
What progress has been achieved toward the goal and expected measurable outcome(s)?
How effective were the actions and services in making progress toward the goal? What
changes to goals, actions, services, and expenditures are being made in the LCAP as a result
of the review of progress and assessment of the effectiveness of the actions and services?
What differences are there between budgeted expenditures and estimated actual annual
expenditures? What were the reasons for any differences?

Guiding Questions: Stakeholder Engagement
1)

2)
3)

4)

5)

How have applicable stakeholders (e.g., parents and pupils, including parents of unduplicated
pupils and unduplicated pupils identified in EC Section 42238.01; community members; local
bargaining units; LEA personnel; county child welfare agencies; county office of education
foster youth services programs, court-appointed special advocates, and other foster youth
stakeholders; community organizations representing English learners; and others as
appropriate) been engaged and involved in developing, reviewing, and supporting
implementation of the LCAP?
How have stakeholders been included in the LEA’s process in a timely manner to allow for
engagement in the development of the LCAP?
What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was made available to
stakeholders related to the state priorities and used by the LEA to inform the LCAP goal setting
process? How was the information made available?
What changes, if any, were made in the LCAP prior to adoption as a result of written
comments or other feedback received by the LEA through any of the LEA’s engagement
processes?
What specific actions were taken to meet statutory requirements for stakeholder engagement
pursuant to EC sections 52062, 52068, or 47606.5, as applicable, including engagement with
representatives of parents and guardians of pupils identified in EC Section 42238.01?

6) What specific actions were taken to consult with pupils to meet the requirements 5 CCR
Section 15495(a)?
7) How has stakeholder involvement been continued and supported? How has the involvement
of these stakeholders supported improved outcomes for pupils, including unduplicated pupils,
related to the state priorities?

Guiding Questions: Goals, Actions, and Services
What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Conditions of Learning”: Basic
Services (Priority 1), the Implementation of State Standards (Priority 2), and Course Access
(Priority 7)?
2) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Pupil Outcomes”: Pupil
Achievement (Priority 4), Pupil Outcomes (Priority 8), Coordination of Instruction of Expelled
Pupils (Priority 9 – COE Only), and Coordination of Services for Foster Youth (Priority 10 –
COE Only)?
3) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to parent and pupil
“Engagement”: Parental Involvement (Priority 3), Pupil Engagement (Priority 5), and School
Climate (Priority 6)?
4) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address any locally-identified priorities?
5) How have the unique needs of individual school sites been evaluated to inform the
development of meaningful district and/or individual school site goals (e.g., input from site level
advisory groups, staff, parents, community, pupils; review of school level plans; in-depth
school level data analysis, etc.)?
6) What are the unique goals for unduplicated pupils as defined in EC Section 42238.01 and
groups as defined in EC Section 52052 that are different from the LEA’s goals for all pupils?
7) What are the specific expected measurable outcomes associated with each of the goals
annually and over the term of the LCAP?
8) What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was considered/reviewed to
develop goals to address each state or local priority?
9) What information was considered/reviewed for individual school sites?
10) What information was considered/reviewed for subgroups identified in EC Section 52052?
11) What actions/services will be provided to all pupils, to subgroups of pupils identified pursuant
to EC Section 52052, to specific school sites, to English learners, to low-income pupils, and/or
to foster youth to achieve goals identified in the LCAP?
12) How do these actions/services link to identified goals and expected measurable outcomes?
13) What expenditures support changes to actions/services as a result of the goal identified?
Where can these expenditures be found in the LEA’s budget?
1)
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